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COMBINATORIAL MODELS FOR SPACES OF
CUBIC POLYNOMIALS
ALEXANDER BLOKH, LEX OVERSTEEGEN, ROSS PTACEK,
AND VLADLEN TIMORIN
ABSTRACT. A model for the Mandelbrot set is due to Thurston and is
stated in the language of geodesic laminations. The conjecture that the
Mandelbrot set is actually homeomorphic to this model is equivalent to
the celebrated MLC conjecture stating that the Mandelbrot set is locally
connected. For parameter spaces of higher degree polynomials, even
conjectural models are missing, one possible reason being that the higher
degree analog of the MLC conjecture is known to be false. We provide a
combinatorial model for an essential part of the parameter space of com-
plex cubic polynomials, namely, for the space of all cubic polynomials
with connected Julia sets all of whose cycles are repelling (we call such
polynomials dendritic). The description of the model turns out to be very
similar to that of Thurston.
1. INTRODUCTION
The parameter space of complex degree d polynomials is by definition
the space of affine conjugacy classes of these polynomials. An important
subset of the parameter space is the so-called connectedness locusMd con-
sisting of classes of all degree d polynomials P , whose Julia sets J(P ) are
connected. For d = 2, we obtain the famous Mandelbrot set M2, which
can be identified with the set of complex numbers c such that 0 does not es-
cape to infinity under the iterations of the polynomial Pc(z) = z2 + c. The
identification is based on the fact that every quadratic polynomial is affinely
conjugate to Pc for some c ∈ C as well as a classical theorem of Fatou and
Julia.
1.1. Combinatorial model of the Mandelbrot set. A combinatorial model
for M2 is due to Thurston [Thu85]. It is constructed as follows. Let S
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be the unit circle in the plane of complex numbers, consisting of all com-
plex numbers of modulus one, and let σ2 : S → S be the angle-doubling
map z 7→ z2. We will identify S with R/Z by means of the mapping
taking an angle θ ∈ R/Z to the point e2πiθ ∈ S. Under this identifica-
tion, we have σ2(θ) = 2θ. If the Julia set J(Pc) is locally connected, then
Thurston associates a certain set Lc of pairwise disjoint chords in the unit
disk D = {z ∈ C | |z| < 1} with the following property: the quotient
space of the unit circle S/Lc obtained by identifying all pairs of points con-
nected by chords in Lc is homeomorphic to J(Pc); moreover, the dynamics
of σ2 : S → S descends to the quotient space, and the induced dynamics is
topologically conjugate to Pc : J(Pc)→ J(Pc).
The set Lc is called the geolamination (geodesic, or geometric, lamina-
tion) of Pc. Thurston’s geolaminations provide models for the topological
dynamics of quadratic polynomials with locally connected Julia sets. It
makes sense to consider limits of geolaminations Lc; these limits (called
limit quadratic geolaminations) do not necessarily correspond to polynomi-
als with locally connected Julia sets. Chords belonging to a geolamination
L are called leaves of L. The main property that the leaves of a geolamina-
tion have is that they are not linked, i.e., they do not cross in D.
So far, this construction provides topological models for individual qua-
dratic polynomials — not even for all of them, since there are polynomi-
als Pc such that J(Pc) is connected but not locally connected; however,
we need to model the space of all polynomials Pc with connected Julia
sets. Metaphorically speaking, there are two parallel worlds: the “analytic”
world of complex polynomials and the “combinatorial” world of limit ge-
olaminations. Both worlds often come close to each other: whenever we
have a polynomial Pc with locally connected J(Pc), then we have the cor-
responding geolaminationLc. On the other hand, sometimes the two worlds
diverge. Still, a conjectural model for M2 can be built within the combina-
torial world.
The idea is to take one particular leaf from every limit quadratic geo-
lamination L, namely, the leaf, called the minor of L, whose endpoints are
the σ2-images of the endpoints of a longest leaf of L. The minors of all
limit quadratic geolaminations form the so-called quadratic minor lamina-
tion QML. This is the geolamination that gives a conjectural model for
the Mandelbrot set, in the sense that the boundary of M2 is conjecturally
homeomorphic to S/QML. The leaves of QML can be described without
referring to limit quadratic geolaminations. To this end, let us first agree to
denote by |x − y|, x, y ∈ S the length of the shortest circle arc with end-
points x and y. Denote by ab the chord with endpoints a and b. Consider
a chord ab with |a − b| < 1/3. Let A be the shortest closed arc bounded
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by a and b, and S be the convex hull of the set σ−12 (A) in the plane. The
set S is called the critical strip of ℓ. A chord ℓ = ab with endpoints a and
b is a major if the following property holds: for every positive integer n,
the chord σn2 (ℓ) connecting the points σn2 (a) and σn2 (b) is disjoint from the
interior of S. An alternative (and more straightforward) way of defining
QML is saying that QML is formed by σ2(ℓ) for all majors ℓ. Note that the
conjecture that the boundary of M2 is homeomorphic to S/QML is equiv-
alent to the celebrated MLC conjecture claiming that the Mandelbrot set is
locally connected.
We will write Bd(X) for the boundary of a subset X ⊂ C. There is
a continuous monotone mapping π : Bd(M2) → S/QML. Recall that a
continuous mapping from one continuum to another continuum is monotone
if the fibers (i.e., point preimages) are connected. The set M2 is locally
connected if and only if the fibers of π are points, hence, π is the desired
homeomorphism between Bd(M2) and S/QML provided that the MLC
conjecture holds.
The connectedness locus M3 in the parameter space of complex cubic
polynomials is a four-dimensional set which is known to be non-locally con-
nected [Lav89]. Thus, it is hopeless to look for a precise topological model
for the boundary of M3 as a quotient of a nice space like the 3-sphere (any
quotient space of a locally connected space is locally connected!). How-
ever, extensions of Thurston’s results to the cubic case are possible if, say,
we study a rich enough subset of M3 instead of the entire connectedness
locus and if we allow for monotone models rather than precise ones.
In this paper, we study the space of cubic dendritic polynomials. These
are polynomials with connected Julia sets, all of whose cycles are repelling.
Dendritic polynomials exhibit rich dynamics and have been actively stud-
ied before. In particular, there is a nice association, due to Kiwi [Kiw04],
between dendritic polynomials and a certain class of geolaminations.
1.2. Tagging dendritic cubic polynomials. Similarly to the projection π :
Bd(M2) → S/QML, we would like to define a projection from the set of
dendritic cubic polynomials to a certain set of combinatorial objects. The
latter should be thought of as tags of the dendritic polynomials. The pro-
cess of tagging is a two-step process. Firstly, we associate every dendritic
polynomial with the corresponding geolamination. Secondly, we define a
combinatorial tag of every “dendritic” geolamination.
The first step is essentially due to Jan Kiwi. He showed in [Kiw04] that,
for every dendritic polynomial P of degree d, there is a monotone semi-
conjugacy ΨP between P : J(P ) → J(P ) and a certain quotient of σd :
S → S represented by a geolamination LP . Here σd is the d-tupling map
θ 7→ dθ on the unit circle, which descends to the quotient space S/LP . The
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corresponding induced continuous mapping f : S/LP → S/LP is called
the topological polynomial associated with P . As was already mentioned
above, the quotient space S/LP is to be understood as the quotient space of
S by a certain equivalence relation ∼P . By definition, ∼P is the minimal
equivalence relation on S with the property that any two points connected
by a leaf of LP are equivalent. It turns out that, in the dendritic case, all
classes of the equivalence relation ∼P are finite.
Let us now discuss the second step, namely, the tagging of the geolami-
nationsLP , or, equivalently, of the corresponding equivalence relations∼P .
We start again with the quadratic case. Let Pc(z) = z2 + c be a quadratic
dendritic polynomial. The corresponding parameter value c is also called
(quadratic) dendritic. Consider the ∼Pc-equivalence class represented by
the point ΨPc(c) of S/ ∼Pc . Let Gc denote the convex hull of this class.
This is a convex polygon in the closed unit disk with finitely many vertices
on the unit circle. This polygon may degenerate into a chord (if there are
two vertices) or even into a point (if there is just one vertex). The funda-
mental results of Thurston imply, in particular, that Gc and Gc′ are either
the same or disjoint, for all pairs c, c′ of dendritic parameter values. More-
over, the mapping c 7→ Gc is upper semicontinuous in a natural sense (if a
sequence of dendritic parameters cn converges to a dendritic parameter c,
then the limit set of the corresponding convex sets Gcn is a subset of Gc).
We call Gc the tag associated to c.
Now, consider the union of all tags of quadratic dendritic polynomials.
This union is naturally partitioned into individual tags (distinct tags are pair-
wise disjoint!). This defines its quotient space. On the other hand, take the
set of quadratic dendritic parameters. Each such parameter c maps to the
polygonGc, i.e. to the tag associated to c. Thus, each quadratic dendritic pa-
rameter maps to the corresponding point of the quotient space of the union
of all tags of quadratic dendritic polynomials defined in the beginning of
this paragraph. This provides for a model of the set of quadratic dendritic
polynomials (or their parameters).
A major part of this paper is an extension of these results to the cubic
case. To explain our approach, we need a few definitions, including some
that can be useful in a more general setting.
Consider a dendritic polynomial P of any degree. We have the combi-
natorial objects LP and ∼P associated with P . Given a point z ∈ J(P ),
we associate with it the convex hull GP,z of the∼P -equivalence class repre-
sented by the point ΨP (z) ∈ S/ ∼P (if P is fixed, we may write Gz instead
of GP,z). The set Gz is a convex polygon with finitely many vertices, a
chord, or a point; it should be viewed as a combinatorial object correspond-
ing to z. For any points z 6= w ∈ J(P ), the sets Gz and Gw either coincide
or are disjoint.
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Let us now go back to cubic polynomials. A critically marked cubic
polynomial is by definition a triple (P, ω1, ω2), where P is a cubic polyno-
mial with critical points ω1 and ω2 such that ω1 6= ω2 unless P has only
one (double) critical point. If ω1 6= ω2, then the triple (P, ω1, ω2) and the
triple (P, ω2, ω1) are viewed as two distinct critically marked cubic poly-
nomials. Slightly abusing the notation, we will sometimes write P for a
critically marked polynomial (P, ω1, ω2), and then write ωi(P ) instead of
ωi to emphasize the dependence on P . Let MD3 be the space of all criti-
cally marked cubic dendritic polynomials. The co-critical point associated
to a critical point ωi = ωi(P ) of a cubic polynomial P is the only point ω∗i
with P (ω∗i ) = P (ωi) and ω∗i 6= ωi unless P has a double critical point ω in
which case ω∗ = ω. Then, with every marked dendritic polynomial P , we
associate the corresponding mixed tag
Tag(P ) = Gω1(P )∗ ×GP (ω2(P )) ⊂ D× D.
Let Tag(MD3)+ be the union of the sets Tag(P ) over all P ∈ MD3.
It turns out that the mixed tags Tag(P ) form a partition of Tag(MD3)+
and generate the corresponding quotient space of Tag(MD3)+ denoted
by CML (for cubic mixed lamination). Moreover, we prove that Tag :
MD3 → CML is continuous and thus CML can serve as a combinatorial
model for MD3. All this is summarized below in our Main Theorem.
Main Theorem. Mixed tags of critically marked polynomials from MD3
are disjoint or coincide. The map Tag :MD3 → CML is continuous.
Thus, there is a continuous mapping from the space of marked cubic den-
dritic polynomials to the model space of their tags defined through (geo)-
laminations associated with marked polynomials from MD3. This can be
viewed as a partial generalization of [Thu85] to cubic polynomials.
1.3. Previous work. Branner and Hubbard [BrHu88] initiated the study
of M3, and studied the complement of this set in the full parameter space
of cubic polynomials. The complement is foliated by so-called stretching
rays that are in a sense analogous to external rays of the Mandelbrot set.
The combinatorics of M3 is closely related to landing patterns of stretch-
ing rays. However, we do not explore this connection here. A significant
complication is caused by the fact that there are many non-landing stretch-
ing rays. Landing properties of stretching rays in the parameter space of
real polynomials have been studied by Komori and Nakane [KN04].
Lavaurs [Lav89] proved that M3 is not locally connected. Epstein and
Yampolsky [EY99] proved that the bifurcation locus in the space of real cu-
bic polynomials is not locally connected either. This makes the problem of
defining a combinatorial model of M3 very delicate. Buff and Henriksen
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[BH01] presented copies of quadratic Julia sets, including Julia sets that are
not locally connected, in slices of M3. In his thesis, D. Faught [F92] con-
sidered the slice A of M3 consisting of polynomials with a fixed critical
point and showed that A contains countably many homeomorphic copies
of M2 and is locally connected everywhere else. P. Roesch [Roe06] filled
the gaps in Faught’s arguments and generalized Faught’s results to higher
degrees. Milnor [Mil09] gave a classification of hyperbolic components in
Md; however, this description does not involve combinatorial tags. Schle-
icher [Sch04] constructed a geolamination modeling the space of unicritical
cubic polynomials, i.e., cubic polynomials with a multiple critical point. We
have heard of an unpublished old work of D. Ahmadi and M. Rees, in which
cubic geolaminations were studied, however we have not seen it.
1.4. Overview of the method. Thuston’s tools used in the construction of
QML do not generalize to the cubic case. These tools are based on the
Central Strip Lemma stated in Section 3.1, and include the No Wandering
Triangles Theorem (also stated in Section 3.1). A straightforward extension
of the Central Strip Lemma as well as that of the No Wandering Trian-
gles Theorem to the cubic case fail, e.g., cubic geolaminations may have
wandering triangles, cf. [BL02]. Thus, one needs a different set of com-
binatorial tools. Such tools are developed in this paper — they are called
smart criticality. Smart criticality works for geolaminations of any degree.
Given a geolamination L, define gaps of L as closure of components of
D \ L+ where L+ ⊂ D is the union of all leaves of L. The statement about
the quadratic laminations we are trying to generalize is the following: if the
minors of two quadratic geolaminations intersect in D, then they coincide.
Although minors can also be defined for higher degree laminations, they are
not the right objects to consider. For a quadratic geolaminationL, instead of
its non-degenerate minor m, we can consider the quadrilateral, whose ver-
tices are the four σ2-preimages of the endpoints of m. Such a quadrilateral
is called a critical quadrilateral. The critical quadrilateral of a quadratic
geolamination L lies in some gap of L or, if m is a point, coincides with a
leaf of L. Similarly, for a degree d invariant geolaminationL, we can define
critical quadrilaterals as quadrilaterals (possibly degenerate) lying in gaps
or leaves of L, whose opposite vertices have the same σd-images. These
critical quadrilaterals will play the role of minors and will be used to tag
higher degree geolaminations.
The method of smart criticality helps to verify that, under suitable as-
sumptions, two linked leaves ℓ1, ℓ2 of different geolaminations have linked
images σnd (ℓ1), σnd (ℓ2), for all n. One possible reason, for which σd(ℓ1),
σd(ℓ2) may be linked, is the following: ℓ1 and ℓ2 are disjoint from a full
collection of critical chords (here a σd-critical chord is a chord of D, whose
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endpoints map to the same point under σd, and a full collection of critical
chords is a collection of d − 1 critical chords without loops). To prove that
σnd (ℓ1), σ
n
d (ℓ2) are linked for all n, we will choose, for every n, a different
full collection of critical chords — this is the meaning of “smart”.
Smart criticality can be implemented in the following situation. Let L1
and L2 be two geolaminations. Suppose that we can choose critical quadri-
laterals in L1 and L2 so that the corresponding quadrilaterals of different
geolaminations either have alternating vertices, or share a diagonal. In this
case, we say that L1 and L2 are linked or essentially equal. In fact, being
linked or essentially equal is slightly more general than the property just
stated; the precise definition is Definition 2.26. Suppose now that L1 and
L2 correspond to dendritic polynomials. Smart criticality implies that, if L1
and L2 are linked or essentially equal, then they must coincide. Together
with some purely combinatorial (and non-dynamical) considerations, this
translates into the following statement: if the tags of L1 and L2 are non-
disjoint, then L1 = L2. Basically, this is all we need in order to prove the
Main Theorem.
Our main tools (smart criticality) are developed for geolaminations of any
degree. However, the Main Theorem is confined with cubic polynomials
and cubic geolaminations. The reason is that the purely combinatorial and
non-dynamical considerations that help to translate non-disjointness of tags
into the linkage of geolaminations are much more involved in the higher de-
gree case. Thus, even though we believe that the Main Theorem generalizes
to all degrees, a lot of details will have to be worked out and a careful proof
would require a significant additional space and time.
1.5. Organization of the paper. In Section 2, we discuss general proper-
ties of geolaminations as well as specific classes of geolaminations, e.g.,
dendritic geolaminations. We also introduce combinatorial objects (qc-
portraits) that serve as combinatorial tags of geolaminations. In Section
3, we study so-called accordions. These are geometric objects formed by
crossing leaves of different geolaminations. Smart criticality yields that ac-
cordions of linked or essentially equal geolaminations behave much like
gaps of a single geolamination. This is established in Section 4, where the
method of smart criticality is developed. Finally, in Section 5, we will prove
the Main Theorem.
2. GEOLAMINATIONS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
In this section, we give basic definitions, list some known results on geo-
laminations, and establish some new facts about them.
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2.1. Basic definitions. For a collection R of chords of D set
⋃
R = R+.
A geolamination is a collection L of (perhaps degenerate) chords of D
called leaves which are pairwise disjoint in D such that L+ = ⋃ℓ∈L ℓ is
closed, and all points of S are elements of L. We linearly extend σd over
leaves of L; clearly, this extension is continuous and well-defined. We de-
fine gaps of L as the closures of the components of D \ L+.
2.1.1. Sibling invariant geolaminations. Let us introduce the notion of a
(sibling) σd-invariant geolamination which is a slight modification of an
invariant geolamination introduced by Thurston [Thu85].
Definition 2.1 (Invariant geolaminations [BMOV13]). A geolamination L
is (sibling) σd-invariant provided that:
(1) for each ℓ ∈ L, we have σd(ℓ) ∈ L,
(2) for each ℓ ∈ L there exists ℓ∗ ∈ L so that σd(ℓ∗) = ℓ.
(3) for each ℓ ∈ L such that σd(ℓ1) is a non-degenerate leaf, there exist
d pairwise disjoint leaves ℓ1, . . . , ℓd in L such that ℓ1 = ℓ and
σd(ℓi) = σd(ℓ) for all i = 2, . . . , d.
We call the leaf ℓ∗ in (2) a pullback of ℓ and the leaves ℓ2, . . . , ℓd in
(3) siblings of ℓ = ℓ1. In a broad sense a sibling of ℓ is a leaf with the
same image but distinct from ℓ. Definition 2.1 is slightly more restrictive
than Thurston’s definition of an invariant geolamination. By [BMOV13], a
σd-invariant geolamination L is invariant in the sense of Thurston [Thu85]
and, in particular, gap invariant: if G is a gap of L and H is the convex
hull of σd(G ∩ S), then H is a point, a leaf of L, or a gap of L, and in the
latter case, the map σd|Bd(G) : Bd(G)→ Bd(H) of the boundary of G onto
the boundary of H is a positively oriented composition of a monotone map
and a covering map. From now on by (σd-)invariant geolaminations we
mean sibling σd-invariant geolaminations and consider only such invariant
geolaminations.
Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 3.21 [BMOV13]). The family of sets L+ of all in-
variant geolaminations L is closed in the Hausdorff metric. In particular,
this family is compact.
Clearly, L+i → L+ (understood as convergence of compact subsets of D)
implies that the collections of chords Li converge to the collection of chords
L (i.e., each leaf of L is the limit of a sequence of leaves from Li, and each
converging sequence of leaves of Li converges to a leaf of L). Thus, from
now on we will write Li → L if L+i → L+ in the Hausdorff metric.
Two distinct chords of D are linked if they intersect in D (we will also
say that these chords cross each other). A gap G is called infinite (finite,
uncountable) if G∩S is infinite (finite, uncountable). Uncountable gaps are
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also called Fatou gaps. For a closed convex set H ⊂ C, straight segments
from Bd(H) are called edges of H . The degree of a gap or leaf G is defined
as follows. If σd(G) is degenerate then the degree of G is the cardinality of
G ∩ S. Suppose now that σd(G) is not a point. Consider σd|Bd(G). Then the
degree of G equals the number of components in the preimage of a point
z ∈ σd(Bd(G)) under the map σd|Bd(G).
Definition 2.3. We say that ℓ is a chord of a geolamination L if ℓ is a chord
of D unlinked with all leaves of L. A critical chord (leaf) ab of L is a chord
(leaf) of L such that σd(a) = σd(b). A gap is all-critical if all its edges are
critical. An all-critical gap or a critical leaf is called an all-critical set. A
gap G is said to be critical if the degree of G is greater than one. A critical
set is either a critical leaf or a critical gap.
By Thurston [Thu85], there is a canonical barycentric extension of the
map σd to the entire closed disk D. First σd is extended linearly over all
leaves of an invariant geolamination L, and then piecewise linearly over the
interiors of all gaps of L, using the barycentric subdivision. When talking
about σd on D, we always have some invariant geolamination in mind and
mean Thurston’s barycentric extension described above.
2.1.2. Laminations as equivalence relations. A lot of geolaminations nat-
urally appear in the context of invariant equivalence relations on S (lamina-
tions) satisfying special conditions.
Definition 2.4 (Laminations). An equivalence relation ∼ on the unit circle
S is called a lamination if either S is one ∼-class (such laminations are
called degenerate), or the following holds:
(E1) the graph of ∼ is a closed subset of S× S;
(E2) the convex hulls of distinct equivalence classes are disjoint;
(E3) each equivalence class of ∼ is finite.
Definition 2.5 (Laminations and dynamics). An equivalence relation ∼ is
called (σd-)invariant if:
(D1) ∼ is forward invariant: for a ∼-class g, the set σd(g) is a ∼-class;
(D2) for any ∼-class g, the map σd : g→ σd(g) extends to S as an orienta-
tion preserving covering map such that g is the full preimage of σd(g) under
this covering map.
For an invariant lamination ∼ consider the topological Julia set S/∼=
J∼ and the topological polynomial f∼ : J∼ → J∼ induced by σd. The
quotient map π∼ : S → S/∼= J∼ semi-conjugates σd with f∼|J∼ . A lam-
ination ∼ admits a canonical extension over C: nontrivial classes of this
extension are convex hulls of classes of ∼. By Moore’s Theorem, the quo-
tient space C/∼ is homeomorphic to C. The quotient map π∼ : S → S/∼
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extends to the plane with the only non-trivial point-preimages (fibers) being
the convex hulls of non-degenerate ∼-classes. With any fixed identifica-
tion between C/ ∼ and C, one can extend f∼ to a branched-covering map
f∼ : C → C of degree d called a topological polynomial too. The comple-
ment K∼ of the unique unbounded component U∞(J∼) of C \ J∼ is called
the filled topological Julia set. Define the canonical geolaminationL∼ gen-
erated by ∼ as the collection of edges of convex hulls of all ∼-classes and
all points of S. By [BMOV13], the geolamination L∼ is σd-invariant.
2.1.3. Other useful notions. Considering objects related to (geo)laminations,
we do not have to fix these (geo)laminations.
Definition 2.6. By a periodic gap or leaf, we mean a gap or a leaf G, for
which there exists the least number n (called the period of G) such that
σnd (G) = G. Then we call the map σnd : G → G the remap. An edge
(vertex) of G on which the remap is identity is said to be refixed.
Given two points a, b ∈ S we denote by (a, b) the positively oriented
arc from a to b (i.e., moving from a to be b within (a, b) takes place in the
counterclockwise direction). For a closed set G′ ⊂ S, we call components
of S \ G′ holes. If ℓ = ab is an edge of G = CH(G′), then we let HG(ℓ)
denote the component of S\{a, b} disjoint from G′ and call it the hole of G
behind ℓ (it is only unique if G′ contains at least three points). The relative
interior of a gap is its interior in the plane; the relative interior of a segment
is the segment minus its endpoints.
Definition 2.7. If A ⊂ S is a closed set such that all the sets CH(σid(A))
are pairwise disjoint, then A is called wandering. If there exists n > 1
such that all the sets CH(σid(A)), i = 0, . . . , n − 1 have pairwise disjoint
relative interiors while σnd (A) = A, then A is called periodic of period n.
If there exists m > 0 such that all CH(σid(A)), 0 6 i 6 m + n − 1 have
pairwise disjoint relative interiors and σmd (A) is periodic of period n, then
we call A preperiodic of period n and preperiod m. If A is wandering, pe-
riodic or preperiodic, and for every i > 0 and every hole (a, b) of σid(A)
either σd(a) = σd(b), or the positively oriented arc (σd(a), σd(b)) is a hole
of σi+1d (A), then we call A (and CH(A)) a (σd)-laminational set; we call
CH(A) finite if A is finite. A (σd-)stand alone gap is defined as a lamina-
tional set with non-empty interior.
Denote by < the positive (counterclockwise) circular order on S = R/Z
induced by the usual order of R. Note that this order is only meaningful
for sets of cardinality at least three. For example, we say that x < y < z
provided that moving from x in the positive direction along S we meet y
before meeting z.
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Definition 2.8 (Order preserving). Let X ⊂ S be a set with at least three
points. We call σd order preserving on X if σd|X is one-to-one and, for
every triple x, y, z ∈ X with x < y < z, we have σd(x) < σd(y) < σd(z).
2.2. General properties of invariant geolaminations.
Lemma 2.9 (Lemma 3.7 [BMOV13]). If ab and ac are two leaves of an
invariant geolamination L such that σd(a), σd(b) and σd(c) are all distinct
points, then the order among points a, b, c is preserved under σd.
We prove a few corollaries of Lemma 2.9
Lemma 2.10. If L is an invariant geolamination, ℓ = ab is a leaf of L, and
the point a is periodic, then b is (pre)periodic of the same period.
Proof. Assume that a is of period n but b is not σnd -fixed. Then, by Lemma
2.9, either the circular order among the points bi = σnid (b) is the same as the
order of subscripts or bi = bi+1 for some i. In the former case bi converge to
some limit point, a contradiction with the expansion property of σnd . Hence
for some (minimal) i we have bi = bi+1. It follows that the period m of bi
cannot be less than n as otherwise we can consider σmd which fixes bi and
does not fix a yielding the same contradiction with Lemma 2.9. 
We will need the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 2.11. If x ∈ S and the chords σid(x)σi+1d (x), i = 0, 1, . . . are
pairwise unlinked then x (and hence the leaf xσd(x) = ℓ) is (pre)periodic.
Proof. The sequence of leaves from the lemma is the σd-orbit of ℓ, in which
consecutive images are concatenated and no two leaves are linked. If, for
some i, the leaf σid(x)σ
i+1
d (x) = σ
i
d(ℓ) is critical, then σi+1d (ℓ) = {σ
i+1
d (x)}
is a σd-fixed point, which proves the claim in this case. Assume now that ℓ
is not (pre)critical. If x is not (pre)periodic, then, by topological considera-
tions, leaves σnd (ℓ) must converge to a limit leaf or point. Clearly, this limit
set is σd-invariant. However, σd is expanding, a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.11 easily implies Lemma 2.12.
Lemma 2.12. Let L be a geolamination. Then the following holds.
(1) If ℓ is a leaf ofL and, for some n > 0, the leaf σnd (ℓ) is concatenated
to ℓ, then ℓ is (pre)periodic.
(2) If ℓ has a (pre)periodic endpoint, then ℓ is (pre)periodic.
(3) If two leaves ℓ1, ℓ2 from geolaminations L1, L2 share the same
(pre)periodic endpoint, then they are (pre)periodic with the same
eventual period of their endpoints.
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Proof. Let ℓ = uv. First, assume that σnd (u) = u. Then (1) follows from
Lemma 2.10. Second, assume that σnd (u) = v. Then (1) follows from
Lemma 2.11. Statements (2) and (3) follow from (1) and Lemma 2.10. 
A similar conclusion can be made for edges of periodic gaps.
Lemma 2.13. Any edge of a periodic gap is (pre)periodic or (pre)critical.
Proof. Let G be a fixed gap and ℓ be a non-(pre)critical edge of it. The
length sn of the hole HG(σnd (ℓ)) of G behind the leaf σnd (ℓ) grows with n as
long as sn stays sufficiently small (it is easy to see that the correct bound on
sn is that sn < 1d+1). Hence the sequence {si} will contain infinitely many
numbers greater than or equal to 1
d+1
. A contradiction with the fact that
there are only finitely many distinct holes of G of length 1
d+1
or bigger. 
Given v ∈ S, let E(v) be the closure of the set {u | uv ∈ L}.
Lemma 2.14. If v is not (pre)periodic, then E(v) is at most finite. If v is
(pre)periodic, then E(v) is at most countable.
Proof. The first claim is proven in [BMOV13, Lemma 4.7]. The second
claim follows from Lemma 2.12. 
Properties of individual wandering polygons were studied in [Kiw02];
properties of collections of wandering polygons were studied in [BL02];
their existence was established in [BO08]. The most detailed results on
wandering polygons and their collections are due to Childers [Chi07].
Let us describe the entire σd-orbit of a finite periodic laminational set.
Proposition 2.15. Let T be a σd-periodic finite laminational set and X be
the union of the forward images of T . Then, for every connected component
R of X , there is an m-tuple of points a0 < a1 < · · · < am−1 < am = a0
in S such that R consists of eventual images of T containing aiai+1 for
i = 0, . . . , m−1. If m > 1, then the remap of R is a combinatorial rotation
sending ai to ai+1.
Note that the case m = 1 is possible. In this case, R consists of several
images of T sharing a common vertex a0, there is a natural cyclic order
among the images of T , and the remap of R is a cyclic permutation of these
images, not necessarily a combinatorial rotation.
Proof. Set Tk = σkd(T ). Let k be the smallest positive integer such that Tk
intersects T0; we may suppose that Tk 6= T0. There is a vertex a0 of T0 such
that a1 = σkd(a0) is also a vertex of T0. Clearly, both a1 and a2 = σkd(a1) are
vertices of Tk. Set ai = σkid (a0). Then we have am = a0 for some minimal
m > 0. Let Q be the convex hull of the points a0, . . . , am−1. This is a
convex polygon, or a chord, or a point. If m > 1, then ai and ai+1 are the
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endpoints of the same edge of Q (otherwise some edges of the polygons Tki
would cross in D). Set R = ∪m−1i=0 Tki. If m = 1, then the sets Tki share the
vertex a0. If m > 1, then every chord aiai+1 is an edge of Tki shared with
Q, sets Tki are disjoint from the interior of Q, and the remap σkd of R is a
combinatorial rotation acting transitively on the vertices of Q.
To prove that R is disjoint from Rj = σjd(R) for j < k suppose that Rj
intersects some Tki. Note that the map σkd fixes both R and Rj . It follows
that Rj intersects all Tki, hence contains Q, a contradiction. 
It is well-known [Kiw02] that any infinite gap G of a geolamination L is
(pre)periodic. By a vertex of a gap or leaf G we mean any point of G ∩ S.
Lemma 2.16. Let G be a periodic gap of period n and set K = Bd(G).
Then σnd |K is the composition of a covering map and a monotone map of K.
If σnd |K is of degree one, then either (1) or (2) holds.
(1) The gap G has countably many vertices, only finitely many of which
are periodic. All non-periodic edges of G are (pre)critical.
(2) The map σnd |K is monotonically semiconjugate to an irrational cir-
cle rotation so that each fiber of this semiconjugacy is a finite con-
catenation of (pre)critical edges of G.
Proof. We will prove only the very last claim. Denote by ϕ the semicon-
jugacy from (2). Let T ⊂ K be a fiber of ϕ. By Lemma 2.13 all edges
of G are (pre)critical. Hence if T contains infinitely many edges, then the
forward images of T will hit critical leaves of σnd infinitely many times as
T cannot collapse under a finite power of σnd . This would imply that an
irrational circle rotation has periodic points, a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.16 implies Corollary 2.17.
Corollary 2.17. Suppose that G is a periodic gap of a geolamination L,
whose remap has degree one. Then at most countably many pairwise un-
linked leaves of other geolaminations can be located inside G.
We say that a chord is located insideG if it is a subset of G and intersects
the interior of G.
Proof. Any chord located inside G has its endpoints at vertices of G. Since
in case (1) of Lemma 2.16 there are countably many vertices of G, we may
assume that case (2) of Lemma 2.16 holds. Applying the semiconjugacy ϕ
from this lemma we see that if a leaf ℓ is located in G and its endpoints do
not map to the same point by ϕ, then ℓ will eventually cross itself. If there
are uncountably many leaves of geolaminations inside G, then among them
there must exist a leaf ℓ with endpoints in distinct fibers of ϕ. By the above
some forward images of ℓ cross each other, a contradiction. 
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2.3. Geolaminations with qc-portraits. Here we define geolaminations
with quadratically critical (qc-)portraits and discuss linked or essentially co-
inciding geolaminations with qc-portraits. First we motivate our approach.
Thurston defines the minor m of a σ2-invariant laminationL as the image
of a longest leaf M of L. Any longest leaf of L is said to be a major of L. If
m is non-degenerate, L has two disjoint majors which both map to m; if m
is degenerate, L has a unique major which is a critical leaf. In the quadratic
case the majors are uniquely determined by the minor. Even though in
the cubic case one could define majors and minors similarly, unlike in the
quadratic case these “minors” do not uniquely determine the corresponding
majors. The simplest way to see that is to consider distinct pairs of critical
leaves with the same images. One can choose two all-critical triangles with
so-called aperiodic kneadings as defined by Kiwi in [Kiw04]. By [Kiw04],
this would imply that any choice of two disjoint critical leaves, one from
either triangle, will give rise to the corresponding geolamination; clearly,
these two geolaminations are very different even though they have the same
images of their critical leaves, i.e., the same minors. Thus, in the cubic case
we should be concerned with critical sets, not only their images.
We study how ordered collections of critical sets of geolaminations are
located with respect to each other. The fact that critical sets may have dif-
ferent degrees complicates such study. So, it is natural to adjust our geolam-
inations to make sure that the associated critical sets of two geolaminations
are of the same type.
Definition 2.18. A (generalized) critical quadrilateral Q is the circularly
ordered 4-tuple [a0, a1, a2, a3] of marked points a0 6 a1 6 a2 6 a3 6 a0
in S so that a0a2 and a1a3 are critical chords (called spikes); here critical
quadrilaterals [a0, a1, a2, a3], [a1, a2, a3, a0], [a2, a3, a0, a1] and [a3, a0, a1, a2]
are viewed as equal.
We want to comment upon our notation. By (X1, . . . , Xk), we always
mean a k-tuple, i.e., an ordered collection of elements X1, . . . , Xk. On the
other hand, by {X1, . . . , Xk} we mean a collection of elements X1, . . . , Xk
with no fixed order. Since, for critical quadrilaterals, we need to emphasize
the circular order among its vertices, we choose the notation [a0, a1, a2, a3]
distinct from either of the two just described notations.
For brevity, we will often use the expression “critical quadrilateral” when
talking about the convex hull of a critical quadrilateral. Clearly, if all ver-
tices of a critical quadrilateral are distinct or if its convex hull is a critical
leaf, then the quadrilateral is uniquely defined by its convex hull. However,
if the convex hull of a critical quadrilateral is a triangle, this is no longer
true. Indeed, let T = CH(a, b, c) be an all-critical triangle. Then [a, a, b, c]
is a critical quadrilateral, but so are [a, b, b, c] and [a, b, c, c].
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A collapsing quadrilateral is a critical quadrilateral, whose σd-image
is a leaf. A critical quadrilateral Q has two intersecting spikes and is a
collapsing quadrilateral, a critical leaf, an all-critical triangle, or an all-
critical quadrilateral. If all its vertices are pairwise distinct, we call Q non-
degenerate, otherwiseQ is called degenerate. Vertices a0 and a2 (a1 and a3)
are called opposite. Considering geolaminations, all of whose critical sets
are critical quadrilaterals, is not very restrictive: we can “tune” a given geo-
lamination by inserting new leaves into its critical sets in order to construct
a new geolamination with all critical sets being critical quadrilaterals.
Lemma 2.19. The family of all critical quadrilaterals is closed. The family
of all critical quadrilaterals that are critical sets of geolaminations is closed
too.
Proof. The first claim is trivial. The second one follows from Theorem 2.2
and the fact that ifLi → L, then the critical quadrilaterals of geolaminations
Li converge to critical quadrilaterals that are critical sets of L. 
In the quadratic case we have less variety of critical quadrilaterals: only
collapsing quadrilaterals and critical leaves. As mentioned above, each qua-
dratic invariant geolamination L either already has a critical quadrilateral,
or can be tuned to have one. The latter can be done in several ways if L has
a finite critical set (on which σ2 acts two-to-one). If however L does not
have a finite critical set, then its critical set must be a periodic Fatou gap
U of degree two. It follows from [Thu85] that it has a unique refixed edge
M ; then one can tune L by inserting into U the quadrilateral which is the
convex hull of M and its sibling.
Thurston’s parameterization [Thu85] can be viewed as associating to ev-
ery geolamination L with critical quadrilateral Q its minor m. It is easy
to see that m is the σ2-image of Q and that Q is the full σ2-preimage of
m. We would like to translate some crucial results of Thurston’s into the
language of critical quadrilaterals of quadratic geolaminations. To this end,
observe, that, by the above, two minors cross if and only if their full pull-
backs (which are collapsing quadrilaterals coinciding with convex hulls of
pairs of majors) have a rather specific mutual location: their vertices alter-
nate on the circle. A major result of Thurston’s from [Thu85] is that minors
of different quadratic geolaminations are unlinked; in the language of crit-
ical quadrilaterals this can be restated as follows: critical quadrilaterals of
distinct quadratic geolaminations cannot have vertices which alternate on
the circle. All this motivates Definition 2.20.
Definition 2.20. Let A and B be two quadrilaterals. Say that A and B are
strongly linked if the vertices of A and B can be numbered so that
a0 6 b0 6 a1 6 b1 6 a2 6 b2 6 a3 6 b3 6 a0
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where ai, 0 6 i 6 3, are vertices of A and bi, 0 6 i 6 3 are vertices of B.
Strong linkage is a closed condition: if two variable critical quadrilaterals
are strongly linked and converge, then they must converge to two strongly
linked critical quadrilaterals. An obvious case of strong linkage is between
two non-degenerate critical quadrilaterals, whose vertices alternate on the
circle so that all the inequalities in Definition 2.20 are strict. Yet even if both
critical quadrilaterals are non-degenerate, some inequalities may be non-
strict which means that some vertices of both quadrilaterals may coincide.
For example, two coinciding critical leaves can be viewed as strongly linked
critical quadrilaterals, or an all-critical triangleAwith vertices x, y, z and its
edge B = yz can be viewed as strongly linked quadrilaterals if the vertices
are chosen as follows: a0 = x, a1 = a2 = y, a3 = z and b0 = b1 = y, b2 =
b3 = z. If a critical quadrilateral Q is a critical leaf or has all vertices
distinct, then Q as a critical quadrilateral has a well-defined set of vertices;
the only ambiguous case is when Q is an all-critical triangle.
To study collections of critical quadrilaterals we need a few notions and
a lemma. If a few chords can be concatenated to form a Jordan curve, or
if there are two identical chords, then we say that they form a loop. In
particular, one chord does not form a loop while two equal chords do. If an
ordered collection of chords (ℓ1, . . . , ℓk) contains no chords forming a loop
we call it a no loop collection.
Lemma 2.21. The family of no loop collections of critical chords is closed.
Proof. Suppose that there is a sequence of no loop collections of critical
chords N i = (ℓi1, . . . , ℓis) with N i → N = (ℓ1, . . . , ℓs) where all chords
ℓi are critical. We need to show that N is a no loop collection. By way
of contradiction assume that, say, chords ℓ1 = a1a2, . . . , ℓk = aka1 form a
loop N̂ in which the order of points a1, . . . , ak is positive. We claim that N̂
cannot be the limit of no loop collections of critical chords, contradicting
the convergence assumption that N i → N . This follows from the fact that
if G′ ⊂ S is a union of finitely many sufficiently small circle arcs such that
all edges of the convex hull G = CH(G′) are critical, then in fact all circle
arcs in G′ are degenerate, so that G is a finite polygon. 
Call a no loop collection of d−1 critical chords a full collection. Given a
collectionQ of d−1 critical quadrilaterals of a geolaminationL, we choose
one spike in each of them and call this collection of d − 1 critical chords a
complete sample of spikes (of Q). If L corresponds to a lamination whose
critical sets are critical quadrilaterals, any complete sample of spikes is a
full collection because in this case distinct critical sets are disjoint. The
fact that complete samples of spikes form a full collection survives limit
transition (unlike pairwise disjointness). This inspires another definition.
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Definition 2.22 (Quadratic criticality). Let (L,QCP) be a geolamination
with a (d − 1)-tuple QCP of critical quadrilaterals that are gaps or leaves
of L such that any complete sample of spikes is a full collection. Then
QCP is called a quadratically critical portrait (qc-portrait) for L while the
pair (L,QCP) is called a geolamination with qc-portrait (if the appropriate
geolaminationL for QCP exists but is not emphasized we simply call QCP
a qc-portrait). The space of all qc-portraits is denoted byQCPd. The family
of all geolaminations with qc-portraits is denoted by LQCPd.
If C is a complementary component of a complete sample of spikes in
D, then σd is one-to-one on the boundary of C except for critical chords
contained in the boundary of C.
Corollary 2.23. The spaces QCPd and LQCPd are compact.
Proof. Let (Li,QCPi)→ (L, C); by Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.19 here in
the limit we have an invariant geolamination L and an ordered collection C
of d− 1 critical quadrilaterals. Let C = (Cj)d−1j=1 be the limit critical quadri-
laterals. Choose a collection of spikes ℓj of quadrilaterals of C. Suppose that
there is a loop formed by some of these spikes. By construction there exist
collections of spikes from qc-portraits QCPi converging to (ℓ1, . . . , ℓd−1).
Since by definition these are full collections of critical chords, this contra-
dicts Lemma 2.21. Hence (ℓ1, . . . , ℓd−1) is a full collection of critical chords
too which implies that C is a qc-portrait for L and proves that QCPd and
LLPd are compact spaces. 
The following lemma describes geolaminations admitting a qc-portrait.
Recall that by a collapsing quadrilateral we mean a critical quadrilateral
which maps to a non-degenerate leaf.
Lemma 2.24. A geolamination L has a qc-portrait if and only if all its
critical sets are collapsing quadrilaterals or all-critical sets.
Proof. If L has a qc-portrait, then the claim of the lemma follows by defi-
nition. Assume that the critical sets of L are collapsing quadrilaterals and
all-critical sets. Then L may have several critical leaves. Choose a maxi-
mal by cardinality no loop collection of critical leaves of L. Add to them
the collapsing quadrilaterals of L. Include all selected sets in the family
of pairwise distinct sets C = (C1, . . . , Cm) consisting of critical leaves and
collapsing quadrilaterals.
We claim that C is a qc-portrait. To this end we need to show thatm = d−
1 and that any collection N of spikes of sets from C is a no loop collection.
First let us show that any such collection N contains no loops. Indeed,
suppose that N contains a loop ℓ1 ∈ C1, . . . , ℓr ∈ Cr. By construction
there must be a collapsing quadrilateral among sets C1, . . . , Cr. We may
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assume that, say, C1 = [a, x, b, y] is a collapsing quadrilateral and ℓ1 = ab
is contained in the interior of C1 except for points a and b. The spikes
ℓ2, . . . , ℓr form a chain of concatenated critical chords which has, say, b as
its initial point and a as its terminal point. Since these spikes come from
sets C2, . . . , Cr distinct from C1, they have to pass through either x or y as
a vertex, a contradiction with C1 being collapsing. Thus, N contains no
loops which implies that the number m of chords in N is at most d− 1.
Assume now that m < d − 1 and bring it to a contradiction. Indeed, if
m < d − 1 then we can find a component U of D \ N+ with boundary
including some circle arcs such that σd on the boundary of U is k-to-1 or
higher with k > 1 (images of critical edges of U may have more than k
preimages). We claim that there exists a critical chord ℓ of L inside U
that connects points in Bd(U) not connected by a chain of critical edges in
Bd(U). Observe that an arc on Bd(U) may include several critical chords
fromN . Consider all arcsA ⊂ Bd(U) such that σd is strictly non-monotone
on A, and the endpoints of A are connected by a leaf of L. Call such arcs
non-monotone. Non-monotone arcs exist: by the assumptions there exist
leaves ℓ of L inside U , and at least one of the two arcs in the boundary of U
which connects the endpoints of ℓ must be non-monotone.
The intersection of a decreasing sequence of non-monotone arcs is a
closed arc A0 with endpoints connected with a leaf ℓ0 ∈ L such that either
ℓ0 is the desired critical leaf of L (ℓ0 cannot connect two points otherwise
connected by a chain of critical edges from Bd(U) as this would contradict
the fact that arcs approaching A0 are non-monotone), or A0 is still non-
monotone. Thus, it is enough to show that if A0 is a minimal by inclusion
non-monotone arc A0 then there exists the desired critical chord of L.
Clearly, A0∪ℓ0 is a Jordan curve enclosing a Jordan disk T , and A0 is not
a union of spikes. If ℓ0 is not critical then by the assumption of minimality
of A0 the leaf ℓ0 cannot be approached by leaves of L from within T , thus
ℓ0 is an edge of a gap G ⊂ T . Take a component W of T \G which shares
an edge m with G. Then, by minimality of A0, either Bd(W ) collapses to
a point or Bd(W ) maps in a non-strictly monotone fashion to the hole of
σd(G) located “behind” σd(m) united with σd(m). This implies that G is
critical as otherwise the quoted properties of components W of T \ G and
the fact that σd maps G onto σd(G) in a one-to-one fashion show that σd|A0
is (non-strictly) monotone, a contradiction. The gapG cannot be all-critical,
since ℓ0 is an edge of G. Therefore, G is a collapsing quadrilateral, which
contradicts our choice of C. 
Observe that there might exist several qc-portraits forL from Lemma 2.24.
For example, consider a σ4-invariant geolamination L with two all-critical
triangles T1 = CH(a, b, c), T2 = CH(a, c, d) sharing an edge ℓ = ac. The
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proof of Lemma 2.24 leads to a qc-portrait consisting of any three edges
of T1, T2 not equal to ℓ in some order (recall that for each critical leaf its
structure as a quadrilateral is unique). However it is easy to check that the
collection ([a, b, b, c], [a, a, c, c], [a, c, d, d]) is a qc-portrait too. Notice that,
in the definition of a complete sample of spikes, we do not allow to use
more than one spike from each critical set, hence the fact that the same
spike appears twice in [a, a, c, c] does not result into a loop.
Given a qc-portrait QCP, any complete sample of spikes is a full collec-
tion of critical chords. If QCP includes sets which are not leaves, there are
several complete samples of spikes as the choice of spikes is ambiguous.
This is important for Subsection 4.1, where we introduce and study the so-
called smart criticality and its applications to linked geolaminations with
qc-portraits introduced below. First we need a technical definition.
Definition 2.25. A critical cluster of L is a maximal by inclusion convex
subset of D, whose boundary is a union of critical leaves of L.
Consider the example discussed after Lemma 2.24. There, a σ4-invariant
geolamination L has two all-critical triangles sharing a critical edge; the
union of these triangles is a critical cluster of L.
Definition 2.26 (Linked geolaminations). Let L1 and L2 be geolaminations
with qc-portraits QCP1 = (C i1)d−1i=1 and QCP2 = (C i2)d−1i=1 and a number
0 6 k 6 d− 1 such that:
(1) for each j > k the setsCj1 andCj2 are contained in a common critical
cluster of L1 and L2 (in what follows these clusters will be called
special critical clusters and leaves contained in them will be called
special critical leaves).
(2) for every i with 1 6 i 6 k, the sets C i1 and C i2 are either strongly
linked critical quadrilaterals or share a spike.
Then we use the following terminology:
(a) if in (1) for every i with 1 6 i 6 k, the quadrilaterals C i1 and C i2
share a spike, we say that QCP1 and QCP2, (as well as (L1,QCP1)
and (L2,QCP2)) coincide in essence (or essentially coincide, or are
essentially equal),
(b) if in (1) there exists i with 1 6 i 6 k such that the quadrilaterals
C i1 and C i2 are strongly linked and do not share a spike, we say
that QCP1 and QCP2 (as well as (L1,QCP1) and (L2,QCP2)) are
linked.
The critical sets C i1 and C i2, 1 6 i 6 d − 1 are called associated (critical
sets of geolaminations with qc-portraits (L1,QCP1) and (L2,QCP2)).
2.4. Some special types of geolaminations. Below, we discuss perfect ge-
olaminations and dendritic geolaminations.
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2.4.1. Perfect geolaminations. A geolamination L is perfect if no leaf of L
is isolated. Every geolamination contains a maximal perfect sublamination
(clearly, this sublamination contains all degenerate leaves). Indeed, con-
sider L as a metric space of leaves with the Hausdorff metric and denote it
by L∗. Then L∗ is a compact metric space with a maximal perfect subset
Lc called the perfect sublamination of L. The process of finding Lc was de-
scribed in detail in [BOPT14]. Lemma 2.27 follows from this description.
Lemma 2.27. The collection Lc is an invariant perfect geolamination. For
every ℓ ∈ Lc and every neighborhood U of ℓ, there exist uncountably many
leaves of Lc in U .
Observe that there are at most two leaves of Lc coming out of one point.
Otherwise, since, by Lemma 2.14, there are at most countably many leaves
of Lc sharing an endpoint, Lc has isolated leaves, a contradiction. There-
fore, any leaf of Lc is a limit of an uncountably many leaves of Lc disjoint
from ℓ. If ℓ is critical, this implies that σd(ℓ) is a point separated from the
rest of the circle by images of those leaves. Thus, a critical leaf ℓ is either
disjoint from all other leaves or gaps of Lc or is an edge of an all-critical
gap of Lc disjoint from all other leaves or gaps of Lc. Together with the fact
that at most two leaves come out of a point, this implies Lemma 2.28.
Lemma 2.28. Let L be a perfect geolamination. Then the critical sets of L
are pairwise disjoint and are either all-critical sets, or critical sets mapping
exactly k-to-1, k > 1, onto their images.
2.4.2. Dendritic geolaminations with critical patterns. The main applica-
tions of our results will concern dendritic laminations defined below.
Definition 2.29. A lamination ∼ and its geolamination L∼ are called den-
dritic if the topological Julia set J∼ is a dendrite. The family of all dendritic
geolaminations is denoted by LDd.
Lemma 2.30 is well-known.
Lemma 2.30. Dendritic geolaminations L are perfect.
Dendritic geolaminations are closely related to polynomials. Let D be
the space of all polynomials with connected Julia sets and only repelling
periodic points, and Dd be the space of all such polynomials of degree d.
By Jan Kiwi’s results [Kiw04], if a polynomial P with connected Julia set
J(P ) has no Siegel or Cremer periodic points (i.e., irrationally indifferent
periodic points whose multiplier is of the form e2πiθ for some irrational θ),
then there exists a special lamination ∼P , determined by P , with the fol-
lowing property: P |J(P ) is monotonically semiconjugate to f∼P |J∼P . More-
over, all ∼P -classes are finite, and the semiconjugacy is one-to-one on all
(pre)periodic points of P . These results apply to polynomials from D.
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Strong conclusions about the topology of the Julia sets of non-renorma-
lizable polynomials P ∈ D follow from [KvS06]. Building upon earlier
results by Kahn and Lyubich [KL09a, KL09b] and by Kozlovskii, Shen and
van Strien [KSvS07a, KSvS07b], Kozlovskii and van Strien generalized re-
sults of Avila, Kahn, Lyubich and Shen [AKLS09] and proved in [KvS06]
that if all periodic points of P are repelling, and P is non-renormalizable,
then J(P ) is locally connected; moreover, by [KvS06], two such polynomi-
als that are topologically conjugate are in fact quasi-conformally conjugate.
Thus, in this case f∼P |J∼P is a precise model of P |J(P ). Finally, for a given
dendritic lamination ∼, it follows from another result of Jan Kiwi [Kiw05]
that there exists a polynomial P with ∼=∼P . Thus, by [Kiw05] associ-
ating polynomials from D with their laminations ∼P and geolaminations
LP = L∼P , one maps polynomials from Dd onto LDd.
To study the association of polynomials with their geolaminations, we
need Lemma 2.31 (it is stated as a lemma in [GM93] but goes back to
Douady and Hubbard [DH8485]).
Lemma 2.31 ([GM93, DH8485]). Let P be a polynomial, I be the set of
all (pre)periodic external rays landing at the P n-th preimage x−n of a re-
pelling periodic point x so that x−n be not (pre)critical. Then the set I
is finite, and for any polynomial P ∗ sufficiently close to P , there is a cor-
responding repelling periodic point x∗ close to x and there is a (P ∗)n-th
preimage x∗−n of x∗ close to x−n such that the family I∗ of all (pre)periodic
rays, landing at x∗−n, consists of rays uniformly (with respect to the spher-
ical metric) close to the corresponding rays of I with the same external
arguments.
We also need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.32. Suppose that ∼ is a dendritic lamination. Then each leaf of
L∼ can be approximated by (pre)periodic leaves.
Proof. Consider the topological polynomial f∼. Choose an arc I ⊂ J∼.
By [BL02], we can find k > 0 such that I and fk∼(I) are non-disjoint.
Consider the union T of all fk∼-images of I (this union is connected) and
take its closure K. Then K ⊂ J∼ is an fk∼-invariant dendrite. Any periodic
point x ∈ K corresponds to a∼-class whose convex hull has periodic edges
fixed by σmd for some m > 0. Hence there are short open pairwise disjoint
arcs (x, s′) ⊂ (x, s) ⊂ K such that all points y ∈ (x, s′) are repelled
away from x but have images in (x, s). By Theorem 7.2.6 of [BFMOT10],
there are infinitely many periodic cutpoints in K. Since T is connected and
dense in K, it follows that T contains periodic points. Hence I contains
(pre)periodic points. Clearly, this implies the lemma. 
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We will use qc-portraits to parameterize (tag) dendritic geolaminations.
An obstacle to this is the fact that a geolaminationLwith a k-to-1 critical set
such that k > 2 does not admit a qc-portrait. However, using Lemma 2.24,
it is easy to see that in this case one can insert critical quadrilaterals in
critical sets of higher degree in order to “tune” L into a geolamination with
a qc-portrait. This motivates the following.
Definition 2.33. Let L have pairwise disjoint critical sets (gaps or leaves)
D1, . . . , Dk. Let L ⊂ L1 and QCP = (E1, . . . , Ed−1) be a qc-portrait for
L1. Clearly, there is a unique (d − 1)-tuple Z = (C1, . . . , Cd−1) such that
for every 1 6 i 6 d − 1 we have Ei ⊂ Ci and there is 1 6 j(i) 6 k with
Ci = Dj(i). Then Z is called the critical pattern of QCP in L. Observe
that each Dj(i) is repeated in Z exactly mj(i) − 1 times, where mj(i) is the
degree of Dj(i).
In general, given a geolamination L with pairwise disjoint critical sets
D1, . . . , Dk, by a geolamination with a critical pattern we mean a pair
(L,Z) where Z = (C1, . . . , Cd−1) is a (d − 1)-tuple of sets provided for
every 1 6 i 6 d − 1 there is a 1 6 j 6 k with Ci = Dj and, for every
j = 1, . . . , k, each Dj is repeated in Z exactly mj − 1 times, where mj is
the degree of Dj . Then Z is called a critical pattern for L. The space of all
dendritic geolaminations with critical patterns is denoted by LCPDd.
By changing the order of the critical sets, various critical patterns for the
same geolamination can be obtained. In the dendritic case, the connection
between critical patterns and geolaminations can be studied using results of
Jan Kiwi [Kiw04]. One of the results of [Kiw04] can be stated as follows:
if L is a dendritic geolamination and L′ is an invariant geolamination such
that L and L′ share a collection of d−1 critical chords with no loops among
them, then L′ ⊃ L. Since all gaps of L are finite, this means that L′ \ L
consists of countably many leaves inserted in certain gaps of L.
Observe that if a sequence of geolaminations with critical patterns (Li,Z i)
converges, then, by Theorem 2.2, the limitL∞ of geolaminationsLi is itself
a σd-invariant geolamination. Moreover, it is easy to see that then critical
patterns Z i converge to the limit collection of d − 1 critical sets of L∞.
Together with results from [Kiw04], this implies the following lemma.
Lemma 2.34. Suppose that a sequence of geolaminations with critical pat-
terns (Li,Z i) converges in the sense of the Hausdorff metric to a geo-
lamination L∞ with a collection of limit critical sets C1, . . . , Cd−1. Sup-
pose that there exists a dendritic geolamination L with a critical pattern
Z = (Z1, . . . , Zd−1) such that Ci ⊂ Zi, 1 6 i 6 d− 1. Then L∞ ⊃ L.
For an integer m > 0, we use a partial order by inclusion among m-
tuples: (A1, . . . , Am) ≻ (B1, . . . , Bm) (or (B1, . . . , Bm) ≺ (A1, . . . , Am))
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if and only if Ai ⊃ Bi for all i = 1, . . . , m. Thus m-tuples and k-tuples
with m 6= k are always incomparable. Lemma 2.34 says that if critical
patterns converge into a critical pattern of a dendritic geolaminationL, then
the corresponding geolaminations themselves converge over L.
The notion of a geolamination with critical pattern is related to the no-
tion of a (critically) marked polynomial [Mil12], i.e., a polynomial P with
an ordered collection CM of its critical points, each of which is listed ac-
cording to its multiplicity (so that there are d − 1 points in CM). Critically
marked polynomials do not have to be dendritic (in fact, the notion is used
by Milnor and Poirier for hyperbolic polynomials, i.e., in the situation dia-
metrically opposite to that of dendritic polynomials). Evidently, the space
of critically marked polynomials is closed, and if P is perturbed a little, the
critical points of the perturbed polynomial can be ordered to give rise to a
critically marked polynomial close to the original (P,CM) (that is, the nat-
ural forgetful map from critically marked polynomials to polynomials is a
branched covering).
Denote the space of all degree d critically marked dendritic polynomi-
als by CMDd. To each (P,CM) ∈ CMDd we associate the correspond-
ing dendritic geolamination with a critical pattern (L∼P ,Z) in a natural
way (each point z ∈ J(P ) is by [Kiw04] associated to a gap or leaf Gz
of L∼P , thus each point c ∈ CM is associated with the critical gap or
leaf Gc of L∼P ). This defines the map Ψd : CMDd → LCPDd such
that Ψd(P,CM) = (L∼P ,Z). Corollary 2.35 easily follows from Lem-
mas 2.31, 2.32 and 2.34.
Corollary 2.35. Suppose that a sequence (Pi,CMi) of critically marked
dendritic polynomials converges to a critically marked dendritic polynomial
(P,CM). Set (L∼Pi ,Zi) = Ψd(P,CMi) and (L∼P ,Z) = Ψd(P,CM). If
(L∼Pi ,Zi) converge in the sense of the Hausdorff metric to (L∞,Z∞), then
L∞ ⊃ L∼P and Z∞ ≺ Z .
By Corollary 2.35, critical sets of geolaminations L∼P associated with
polynomials P ∈ Dd cannot explode under perturbation of P (they may im-
plode though). Provided a geometric (visual) way to parameterize LCPDd
is given, the map Ψd yields the corresponding parameterization of CMDd
and gives an important application of our tools.
3. ACCORDIONS OF LAMINATIONS
In the Introduction, we mentioned that some of Thurston’s tools from
[Thu85] fail in the cubic case. This motivates us to develop new tools (so-
called accordions), which basically track linked leaves from different ge-
olaminations. In this section, we study accordions in detail. In Sections 3
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FIGURE 1. This figure illustrates Thurston’s proof that qua-
dratic minors are unlinked. The Central Strip Lemma forces
orbits of both minors to not cross c.
and 4, we assume that L1, L2 are σd-invariant geolaminations, and ℓ1, ℓ2 are
leaves of L1, L2, respectively.
3.1. Motivation. For a quadratic invariant geolamination L and a leaf ℓ of
L that is not a diameter, let ℓ′ be the sibling of ℓ (disjoint from ℓ). Denote
by C(ℓ) the open strip of D between ℓ and ℓ′ and by L(ℓ) the length of
the shorter component of S \ ℓ. Suppose that 1
3
6 L(ℓ) < 1
2
, and that
k is the smallest number such that σk2(ℓ) ⊂ C(ℓ) except perhaps for the
endpoints. The Central Strip Lemma (Lemma II.5.1 of [Thu85]) claims that
σk2(ℓ) separates ℓ and ℓ′. In particular, if ℓ = M is a major, i.e., a longest
leaf of some quadratic invariant geolamination, then an eventual image of
M cannot enter C(M).
Let us list Thurston’s results for which the Central Strip Lemma is cru-
cial. A σ2-wandering triangle is a triangle with vertices a, b, c on S such
that the convex hull Tn of σn2 (a), σn2 (b), σn2 (c) is a non-degenerate triangle
for every n = 0, 1, . . . , and all these triangles are pairwise disjoint.
Theorem 3.1 (No Wandering Triangle Theorem [Thu85]). There are no
wandering triangles for σ2.
Theorem 3.2 stated below follows from the Central Strip Lemma and is
due to Thurston for d = 2. For arbitrary d, it is due to Jan Kiwi, who used
different tools.
Theorem 3.2 ([Thu85, Kiw02]). If A is a finite σd-periodic gap of period
k, then either A is a d-gon, and σkd fixes all vertices of A, or there are at
most d − 1 orbits of vertices of A under σkd . Thus, for d = 2, the remap is
transitive on the vertices of any finite periodic gap.
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FIGURE 2. This figure shows that the Central Strip Lemma
fails in the cubic case. Its left part has a fragment in which
two endpoints of leaves are located very close to each other.
Its right part is the zoomed-in version of the fragment indi-
cating that the periodic points do not coincide.
Another crucial result of Thurston is that minors of distinct quadratic in-
variant geolaminations are disjoint in D. A sketch of the argument follows.
Let m1 and m2 be the minors of two invariant geolaminations L1 6= L2
that cross in D. Let M1, M ′1 and M2, M ′2 be the two pairs of corresponding
majors. We may assume that M1, M2 cross in D and M ′1, M ′2 cross in D,
but (M1 ∪M2) ∩ (M ′1 ∪M ′2) = ∅ (see Figure 1) so that there is a diameter
c with strictly preperiodic endpoints separating M1 ∪M2 from M ′1 ∪M ′2.
Thurston shows that there is a unique invariant geolamination L, with only
finite gaps, whose major is c. By the Central Strip Lemma, forward images
of m1, m2 do not intersect c. Hence m1 ∪ m2 is contained in a finite gap
G of L. By the No Wandering Triangle Theorem, G is eventually periodic.
By Theorem 3.2, some images of m1 intersect inside D, a contradiction.
Examples indicate that statements analogous to the Central Strip Lemma
fail in the cubic case. Indeed, Figure 2 shows a leaf M = 342
728
579
728
of period
6 under σ3 and its σ3-orbit together with the leaf M ′ (which has the same
image as M forming together withM a narrower “critical strip” Sn) and the
leafN ′ (which has the same image asN = (σ3)4(M) forming together with
N a wider “critical strip” Sw). Observe that σ3(M) ⊂ Sw, which shows that
the Central Strip Lemma does not hold in the cubic case (orbits of periodic
leaves may give rise to “critical strips” containing some elements of these
orbits of leaves). This apparently makes a direct extension of the arguments
from the previous paragraph impossible leaving the issue of whether and
how minors of cubic geolaminations can be linked unresolved.
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Another consequence of the failure of the Central Strip Lemma in the
cubic case is the failure of the No Wandering Triangle Theorem (a coun-
terexample was given in [BO08]). Properties of wandering polygons were
studied in [Kiw02, BL02, Chi07].
3.2. Properties of accordions. We now give the definition of accordions.
Definition 3.3. Let AL2(ℓ1) be the collection of leaves of L2 linked with ℓ1,
together with ℓ1. Let Aℓ2(ℓ1) be the collection of leaves from the forward
orbit of ℓ2 that are linked with ℓ1, together with ℓ1. The sets defined above
are called accordions (of ℓ1) while ℓ1 is called the axis of the accordion.
Sometimes we will also use AL2(ℓ1) and Aℓ2(ℓ1) to mean the union of the
leaves constituting these accordions.
In general, accordions do not behave nicely under σd as leaves which are
linked may have unlinked images. To avoid these problems, for the rest of
this section, we will impose the following conditions on accordions.
Definition 3.4. A leaf ℓ1 is said to have order preserving accordions with
respect to L2 (respectively, to a leaf ℓ2) if AL2(ℓ1) 6= {ℓ1} (respectively,
Aℓ2(ℓ1) 6= {ℓ1}), and, for each k > 0, the map σd restricted toAL2(σkd(ℓ1))∩
S (respectively, to Aℓ2(σkd(ℓ1)) ∩ S) is order preserving (in particular, it is
one-to-one). Say that ℓ1 and ℓ2 have mutually order preserving accordions
if ℓ1 has order preserving accordions with respect to ℓ2, and vice versa (in
particular, ℓ1 and ℓ2 are not precritical).
Though fairly strong, these conditions naturally arise in the study of
linked or essentially coinciding geolaminations. In Section 4, we will show
that they are often satisfied by pairs of linked leaves of linked or essentially
coinciding geolaminations (Lemma 4.5) so that there are at most countably
many pairs of linked leaves which do not have mutually order preserving ac-
cordions. If geolaminations are perfect, this will imply that every accordion
consisting of more than one leaf contains a pair of leaves with mutually or-
der preserving accordions. Understanding the rigid dynamics of such pairs
is crucial to our main results.
The proof of Proposition 3.5 is left to the reader.
Proposition 3.5. If σd is order preserving on an accordion A with axis ℓ1
and ℓ ∈ A, ℓ 6= ℓ1, then σd(ℓ) and σd(ℓ1) are linked. In particular, if ℓ1 has
order preserving accordions with respect to ℓ2 then σkd(ℓ) ∈ Aℓ2(σkd(ℓ1)) for
every ℓ ∈ Aℓ2(ℓ1), ℓ 6= ℓ1, and every k > 0.
We now explore more closely the orbits of leaves from Definition 3.4.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that ℓ1 and ℓ2 are linked, ℓ1 has order preserving
accordions with respect to ℓ2, and σkd(ℓ2) ∈ Aℓ2(ℓ1) for some k > 0. In this
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case, if ℓ2 = xy, then either ℓ1 separates x from σkd(x) and y from σkd(y), or
ℓ2 has σkd -fixed endpoints.
Proof. Suppose that ℓ2 is not σkd -fixed. Denote by x0 = x, y0 = y the
endpoints of ℓ2; set xi = σikd (x0), yi = σikd (y0) and At = Aℓ2(σtd(ℓ1)), t =
0, 1, . . . . If ℓ1 does not separate x0 and x1, then either x0 6 x1 < y1 6 y0
or x0 < y0 6 y1 < x1 6 x0. We may assume the latter (cf. Figure 3).
Since σkd is order preserving on A0 ∩ S, then x0 < y0 6 y1 6 y2 < x2 6
x1 6 x0 while the leaves x1y1 and x2y2 belong to the accordion Ak so that
the above inequalities can be iterated. Inductively we see that
x0 < y0 6 . . . 6 ym−1 6 ym < xm 6 xm−1 6 . . . 6 x0.
All leaves xiyi are pairwise distinct as otherwise there exists n such that
xn−1yn−1 6= xnyn = xn+1yn+1 contradicting σkd being order preserving
on Ak(n−1). Hence the leaves xiyi converge to a σkd -fixed point or leaf,
contradicting the expansion property of σkd . 
{1
y0
x0 x1
y1
x2
y2
{2
FIGURE 3. This figure illustrates Proposition 3.6. Although
in the figure x2y2 is linked with ℓ1, the argument does not
assume this. In this and forthcoming figures, leaves marked
in the same fashion belong to the same grand orbits of leaves.
In what follows, we often use one of the endpoints of a leaf as the sub-
script in the notation for this leaf.
Lemma 3.7. If ℓa = ab and ℓx = xy, where a < x < b < y, are linked
leaves with mutually order preserving accordions, and a, b are of period k,
then x, y are also of period k.
Proof. By the order preservation, σkd(x) is not separated from x by ℓa. It
follows from Proposition 3.6 that x = σkd(x), y = σkd(y). Since, by
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Lemma 2.10, the points x and y have the same period (say, m), then m
divides k. Similarly, k divides m. Hence k = m. 
We will mostly use the following corollary of the above results.
Corollary 3.8. Suppose that ℓa = ab and ℓx = xy with x < a < y < b are
linked leaves. If ℓa and ℓx have mutually order preserving accordions, then
there are the following possibilities for A = Aℓx(ℓa).
(1) A = {ℓa, ℓx} and no forward image of ℓx crosses ℓa.
(2) A = {ℓa, ℓx}, the points a, b, x, y are of period 2j for some j,
σj(x) = y, σj(y) = x, and either σjd(a) = b, σ
j
d(b) = a, or σ
j
d(ℓa) 6=
ℓa, and ℓx separates the points a, σjd(b) from the points b, σjd(a).
(3) A = {ℓa, ℓx}, the points a, b, x, y are of the same period, x, y have
distinct orbits, and a, b have distinct orbits.
(4) There exists i > 0 such that A = {ℓa, ℓx, σid(ℓx)} and either x <
a < y 6 σid(x) < b < σ
i
d(y) 6 x or x 6 σ
i
d(y) < a < σ
i
d(x) 6
y < b, as shown in Figure 5.
Proof. Three distinct images of ℓx cannot cross ℓa as if they do, then it is
impossible for the separation required in Proposition 3.6 to occur for all of
the pairs of images of ℓx. Hence at most two images of ℓx cross ℓa.
If two distinct leaves from the orbit of ℓx cross ℓa, then, by Proposition 3.6
and the order preservation, case (4) holds. Thus we can assume that A =
{ℓa, ℓx}. If no forward image of ℓx is linked with ℓa, then we have case (1).
In all remaining cases we have σkd(ℓx) = ℓx for some k > 0. By
Lemma 2.10, points x and y are of the same period. Suppose that x, y
belong to the same periodic orbit. Choose the least j such that σjd(x) = y.
Let us show that then σj(y) = x. Indeed, assume that σj(y) 6= x. Since
by the assumption the only leaf from the forward orbit of ℓx, linked with
ℓa, is ℓx, we may assume (for the sake of definiteness) that y < σjd(y) 6 b.
Then a finite concatenation of further σjd-images of ℓx will connect y with
x. Again, since A = {ℓa, ℓx}, one of their endpoints will coincide with b.
Thus, y < σjd(y) 6 b < σ
j
d(b) 6 x, see Figure 4. Let us now apply σ
j
d to
A; by the order preservation y < σjd(a) < σ
j
d(y) 6 b < σ
j
d(b) 6 x < a.
Hence, σjd(ℓa) is linked with ℓa, a contradiction.
Thus, σj(y) = x (i.e., σjd flips ℓx onto itself), k = j, the points x and y
are of period 2j and, by Lemma 3.7, the points a and b are also of period
2j. If σjd(a) = b, then σ
j
d(b) = a, and if σ
j
d(b) = a, then σ
j
d(a) = b (since
both points have period 2j). Now, if σjd(a) 6= b and σjd(b) 6= a, then, by the
order preservation, ℓx separates the points a, σjd(b) from the points b, σ
j
d(a).
So, case (2) holds.
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FIGURE 4. This figure illustrates the proof of Corollary 3.8.
Assume that x and y belong to distinct periodic orbits of period k. By
Lemma 3.7, the points a, b are of period k. Let points a and b have the
same orbit. Then, if k = 2i and σid flips ℓa onto itself, it would follow from
the order preservation that σid(ℓx) is linked with ℓa. Since ℓx is the unique
leaf from the orbit of ℓx linked with ℓa this would imply that σid flips ℓx
onto itself, a contradiction with x, y having disjoint orbits. Hence we may
assume that, for some j and m > 2, we have that σjd(a) = b, jm = k, and a
concatenation of leaves ℓa, σjd(ℓa), . . . , σ
j(m−1)
d (ℓa) forms a polygon P .
If one of these leaves distinct from ℓa (say, σjsd (ℓa)) is linked with ℓx, we
can apply the map σj(m−s)d to σ
js
d (ℓa) and ℓx; by order preservation we will
see then that ℓa and σj(m−s)d (ℓx) 6= ℓx are linked, a contradiction with the
assumption that A = {ℓa, ℓx}. If none of the leaves σjd(ℓa), . . . , σ
j(m−1)
d (ℓa)
is linked with ℓx, then P has an endpoint of ℓx as one of its vertices. As in
the argument given above, we can then apply σjd to A and observe that, by
the order preservation, the σjd-image of ℓx is forced to be linked with ℓx, a
contradiction. Hence a and b have disjoint orbits, and case (3) holds. 
3.3. Accordions are (pre-)periodic or wandering. Here we prove Theo-
rem 3.12 which is the main result of Section 3.
Definition 3.9. A finite sequence of points x0, . . . , xk−1 ∈ S is positively
ordered if x0 < x1 < · · · < xk−1 < x0. If the inequality is reversed, then
we say that points x0, . . . , xk−1 ∈ S are negatively ordered. A sequence
y0, y1, . . . is said to be positively circularly ordered if it is either positively
ordered or there exists k such that yi = yi mod k and y0 < y1 < · · · <
yk−1 < y0. Similarly we define points that are negatively circularly ordered.
A positively (negatively) circularly ordered sequence that is not posi-
tively (negatively) ordered is a sequence, whose points repeat themselves
after the initial collection of points that are positively (negatively) ordered.
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FIGURE 5. This figure shows two cases listed in Corol-
lary 3.8, part (4).
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FIGURE 6. This figure illustrates Lemma 3.11. Images of
ℓa cannot cross other images of ℓa, neither can they cross
images of ℓx that are already linked with two images of ℓa
(by Corollary 3.8). Similar claims hold for ℓx.
Definition 3.10. Suppose that the chords t1, . . . , tn are edges of the closure
Q of a single component of D \
⋃
ti. For each i, let mi be the midpoint
of the hole HQ(ti). We write t1 < t2 < · · · < tn if the points mi form a
positively ordered set and call the chords t1, . . . , tn positively ordered. If the
points mi are positively circularly ordered, then we say that t1, . . . , tn are
positively circularly ordered. Negatively ordered and negatively circularly
ordered chords are defined similarly.
Lemma 3.11 is used in the main result of this section.
Lemma 3.11. If ℓa and ℓx are linked, have mutually order preserving ac-
cordions, and σkd(ℓx) ∈ Aℓx(ℓa) for some k > 0, then, for every j > 0, the
leaves σkid (ℓx), i = 0, . . . , j, are circularly ordered, and ℓa, ℓx are periodic
with endpoints of the same period.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.7, we may assume that case (4) of Corollary 3.8 holds
(and so σkd(ℓx) 6= ℓx). Set B = {ℓa, ℓx}, ℓa = ab, ℓx = xy and let ai, bi,
xi, yi denote the σikd -images of a, b, x, y, respectively (i > 0). We may
assume that the first possibility from case (4) holds and x0 < a0 < y0 6
x1 < b0 < y1 6 x0 (see the left part of Figure 5 and Figure 6). By the
assumption of mutually order preserving accordions applied to B, we have
xi < ai < yi 6 xi+1 < bi < yi+1 6 xi (i > 0), in particular x1 < a1 < y1.
Then there are two cases depending on the location of a1. Consider one
of them as the other one can be considered similarly. Namely, assume that
b0 < a1 < y1 and proceed by induction for m steps observing that
x0 < a0 < y0 6 x1 < b0 6 a1 < . . . 6 xm < bm−1 < am < ym 6 x0.
Thus, the first m iterated σkd -images of ℓx are circularly ordered and alter-
nately linked with the first m− 1 iterated images of ℓa under σkd (see Figure
6). In the rest of the proof, we exploit the following fact.
Claim A. Further images of ℓa or ℓx distinct from the already existing ones
cannot cross leaves ℓa, σkd(ℓx), . . . , σk(m−1)(ℓa), σkmd (ℓx) because either it
would mean that leaves from the same geolamination are linked, or it would
contradict Corollary 3.8.
By Claim A, we have bm ∈ (ym, a0]. Consider possible locations of bm.
(1) If x0 < bm 6 a0 then ambm is linked with xmym, xm+1ym+1 and x0y0,
which, by Corollary 3.8, implies that xm+1ym+1 = x0y0, and we are done
(observe that, in this case, by Lemma 3.7, points a0, b0 are periodic of the
same period as x0, y0).
(2) The case x0 = bm is impossible because if x0 = bm, then, by the order
preservation and by Claim A, the leaf xm+1ym+1 = σk(m+1)d (ℓx) is forced to
be linked with ℓa, a contradiction.
(3) Otherwise we have ym < bm < x0 and hence, by the order preser-
vation, ym 6 xm+1 < bm. Then, by Claim A and because images of ℓx
do not cross, bm < ym+1 6 x0. Suppose that ym+1 = x0 while y0 6= x1.
Applying σkd to leaves xm+1x0 and x0y0 and using Claim A we see that
y0 6 xm+2 < x1. However, the order preservation then implies that
am+1bm+1 crosses both xm+1x0 and xm+2x1 and therefore crosses ℓa itself,
a contradiction. Hence the situation when ym+1 coincides with x0 can only
happen if y0 = x1. It follows that then σkd(xm+1ym+1) = x0y0, and we are
done (as before, we need to rely on Lemma 3.7 here).
Otherwise bm < ym+1 < x0 and the arguments can be repeated as leaves
σkid (ℓx), i = 0, . . . , m+1 are circularly ordered. Thus, either ℓx is periodic,
xnyn = x0y0 for some n, and all leaves in the σkd-orbit of ℓx are circularly
ordered, or the leaves xiyi converge monotonically to a point of S. The
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latter is impossible since σkd is expanding. By Lemma 3.7, the leaf ℓa is
periodic and its endpoints have the same period as the endpoints of ℓx. 
Theorem 3.12 is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.12. Consider linked chords ℓa, ℓx with mutually order preserv-
ing accordions, and set B = CH(ℓa, ℓx). Suppose that not all forward
images of B have pairwise disjoint interiors. Then there exists a finite peri-
odic stand alone gap Q such that all vertices of Q are in the forward orbit
of σrd(B) for some minimal r, they belong to two, three, or four distinct pe-
riodic orbits of the same period, and the remap of Q ∩ S is not the identity
unless Q = σrd(B) is a quadrilateral.
Proof. We may assume that there are two forward images of B with non-
disjoint interiors. Choose the least r such that the interior of σrd(B) inter-
sects some forward images of B. We may assume that r = 0 and, for some
(minimal) k > 0, the interior of the set σkd(B) intersects the interior of B
so that σkd(ℓx) ∈ Aℓx(ℓa). We write xi, yi for the endpoints of σikd (ℓx), and
ai, bi for the endpoints of σikd (ℓa). By Lemma 3.11 applied to both leaves,
by the assumption of mutually order preserving accordions, and because
leaves in the forward orbits of ℓa, ℓx are pairwise unlinked, we may assume
without loss of generality that, for some m > 1,
x0 < a0 < y0 6 x1 < b0 6 a1 < . . . 6 xm < bm−1 6 am < ym < bm
and xm = x0, ym = y0, am = a0, bm = b0, i.e., we have the situation
shown in Figure 6. Thus, for every i = 0, . . . , k − 1, there is a loop Li
of alternately linked σkd-images of σid(ℓa) and σid(ℓx). If the σkd-images of
σid(ℓa) are concatenated to each other, then their endpoints belong to the
same periodic orbit, otherwise they belong to two distinct periodic orbits.
A similar claim holds for σkd -images of σid(ℓx). Thus, the endpoints of B
belong to two, three or four distinct periodic orbits of the same period (the
latter follows by Corollary 3.8 and Lemma 3.11). Set CH(Li) = Ti and
consider some cases.
(1) Let m > 1 (this includes the “flipping” case from part (2) of Corol-
lary 3.8). Let us show that the sets Ti either coincide or are disjoint. Every
image ℓˆ of ℓa in Li crosses two images of ℓx in Li (if m = 2 and ℓx is
“flipped” by σkd , we still consider ℓx and σkd(ℓx) as distinct leaves). By
Corollary 3.8, no other image of ℓx crosses ℓˆ.
Suppose that interiors of Ti and Tj intersect. Let t be an edge of Ti and
I = HTi(t) be the corresponding hole of Ti. Then the union of two or three
images of ℓa or ℓx from Li separates I from S \ I in D (meaning that any
curve connecting I with S \ I must intersect the union of these two or three
images of ℓa or ℓx, see Figure 7). Hence if there are vertices of Tj in I and
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FIGURE 7. This figure illustrates Theorem 3.12(b) in the
case m > 1.
in S \ I then there is a leaf of Lj crossing leaves of Li, a contradiction with
the above and Corollary 3.8. Thus, the only way Ti 6= Tj can intersect is
if they share a vertex or an edge. We claim that this is impossible. Indeed,
Ti 6= Tj cannot share a vertex as otherwise this vertex must be σkd -invariant
while all vertices of any Tr map to other vertices (sets Tr “rotate” under
σkd). Finally, if Ti and Tj share an edge ℓ then the same argument shows that
σkd cannot fix the endpoints of ℓ, hence it “flips” under σkd . However this
is impossible as each set Tr has at least four vertices and its edges “rotate”
under σkd .
So, the component Qi of X =
⋃k−1
i=0 Ti containing σid(ℓa) is Ti. By
Lemma 3.11, the map σd|Ti∩S is order preserving or reversing. As σd pre-
serves order on any single accordion, σd|Ti∩S is order preserving. The result
now follows; note that the first return map on Q is not the identity map.
(2) Let m = 1. This corresponds to part (3) of Corollary 3.8: both ℓa
and ℓx have endpoints of minimal period k, and the orbit of ℓa (ℓx) consists
of k pairwise disjoint leaves. Note that T0 is a quadrilateral, and the first
return map on T0 is the identity map. Consider the case when not all sets Ti
are pairwise disjoint. Note that, by the above, T0 is a periodic stand alone
gap satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 2.15. It follows that every
component of the union of Ti is a concatenation of gaps sharing edges with
the same polygon. See Figure 8, in which the polygon is a triangle. 
For a leaf ℓ1 ∈ L1, let BL2(ℓ1) be the collection of all leaves ℓ2 ∈ L2
which are linked with ℓ1 and have mutually order preserving accordions
with ℓ1. Observe that if ℓ1 is (pre)critical, then BL2(ℓ1) = ∅ by Defini-
tion 3.4. Similarly, no leaf from BL2(ℓ1) is (pre)critical.
Corollary 3.13. The collection BL2(ℓ1) is finite.
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FIGURE 8. This figure illustrates Theorem 3.12(b) in the
case m = 1.
Proof. Suppose first that ℓ1 is not (pre)periodic. Let us show that the convex
hull B of ℓ1 and leaves n1, . . . , ns from BL2(ℓ1) is wandering. By Theo-
rem 3.12, for each i, the set Bi = CH(ℓ1, ni) is wandering (because ℓ1 is
not (pre)periodic). This implies that if i 6= j then σid(ℓ1) and σjd(nt) are dis-
joint (otherwise σid(Bt) and σjd(Bt) are non-disjoint). Moreover, σid(ℓ1) and
σjd(ℓ1) are disjoint as otherwise, by Lemma 2.12, the leaf ℓ1 is (pre)periodic.
Therefore σjd(ℓ1) is disjoint from σid(B).
Suppose that σid(B) and σ
j
d(B) are non-disjoint. By the just proven then,
say, σjd(n1) is non-disjoint from σid(B). Again by the just proven σjd(n1)
is disjoint from σid(ℓ1). Hence the only possible intersection is between
σjd(n1) and, say, σid(n2). Moreover, since σ
j
d(ℓ1) is disjoint from σid(B), then
σjd(n1) 6= σ
i
d(n2) and, moreover, as distinct leaves of the same lamination,
the leaves σjd(n1), σid(n2) cannot cross. Hence the only way σ
j
d(n1) and
σid(n2) are non-disjoint is that σjd(n1) and σid(n2) are concatenated.
Assume that σtd(n2) is concatenated with n1 at an endpoint x of n1.
Clearly, x is a common vertex of B and of σtd(B). Hence σtd(x) is a com-
mon vertex of σtd(B) and σ2td (B), etc. Connect points x, σt(x), σ2t(x),
. . . with consecutive chords m0, m1, . . . . These chords are pairwise un-
linked because, as it follows from the above, the sets σrd(B), r = 0, 1,
. . . have pairwise disjoint interiors. Hence, by Lemma 2.11, the point x
is (pre)periodic, a contradiction with the fact that all sets Bi = CH(ℓ1, ni)
are wandering. Thus, B is wandering. Hence, by [Kiw02], the collection
BL2(ℓ1) is finite.
Suppose now that ℓ1 is periodic. Then by Theorem 3.12 any leaf of
BL2(ℓ1) is periodic with the same periods of endpoints. This implies that
in this case the collection BL2(ℓ1) is finite. Finally, if k > 0 is the minimal
number such that σkd(ℓ1) is periodic and ℓ2 ∈ BL2(ℓ1) then σkd(ℓ2) is linked
with σkd(ℓ1) which implies that ℓ2 is a σkd-preimage of one of finitely many
leaves from BL2(σkd(ℓ1)). Thus, in this case BL2(ℓ1) is finite too. 
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4. LINKED QUADRATICALLY CRITICAL GEOLAMINATIONS
The main result of Section 4 is that two linked or essentially coinciding
geolaminations with qc-portraits have the same perfect sublamination (see
Definition 2.26). In this section, we will always assume that the laminations
(L1,QCP1) and (L2,QCP2) are linked or essentially equal.
4.1. Smart Criticality. Our aim in Subsection 4.1 is to introduce smart
criticality, a principle which allows one to use a flexible choice of critical
chords of L1 and L2 in order to treat certain sets of linked leaves of L1 and
L2 as if they were sets of one lamination.
Lemma 4.1. If ℓ1 ∈ L1 is not a special critical leaf, then each critical
set C of QCP2 has a spike c unlinked with ℓ1; these spikes form a full
collection E of spikes of L2 unlinked with ℓ1. If an endpoint x of ℓ1 is neither
a vertex of a special critical cluster nor a common vertex of associated
critical quadrilaterals of our geolaminations, then E can be chosen so that
x is not an endpoint of a spike from E .
Proof. Since ℓ1 is not a special critical leaf, spikes ofL2 from special critical
clusters are unlinked with ℓ1. Otherwise take a pair of associated critical
quadrilaterals A ∈ L1, B ∈ L2 with non-strictly alternating on S vertices
a0 6 b0 6 a1 6 b1 6 a2 6 b2 6 a3 6 b3 6 a0
and observe, that ℓ1 is contained, say, in [a0, a1] and hence is unlinked with
the spike b1b3 of B. The last claim is left to the reader. 
Denote by EL2(ℓ1) a full collection of spikes from Lemma 4.1.
Corollary 4.2. If ℓ1 = ab ∈ L1 is not a special critical leaf, then A =
AL2(ℓ1) is contained in the closure of a component of D \ EL2(ℓ1)+, and
σd|A∩S is (non-strictly) monotone. Let ℓ2 = xy ∈ L2 and ℓ1 ∩ ℓ2 6= ∅.
Then:
(1) if ℓ1 and ℓ2 are concatenated at a point x that is neither a vertex
of a special critical cluster nor a common vertex of associated crit-
ical quadrilaterals of our geolaminations, then σd is (non-strictly)
monotone on ℓ1 ∪ ℓ2;
(2) if ℓ2 crosses ℓ1, then, for each i, we have σid(ℓ1) ∩ σid(ℓ2) 6= ∅, and
one the following holds:
(a) σid(ℓ1) = σid(ℓ2) is a point or a leaf shared by L1,L2;
(b) σid(ℓ1), σid(ℓ2) share an endpoint;
(c) σid(ℓ1), σid(ℓ2) are linked and have the same order of endpoints
as ℓ1, ℓ2;
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(3) points a, b, x, y are either all (pre)periodic of the same eventual
period, or are all not (pre)periodic.
Proof. Set E = EL2(ℓ1). If ℓ1 coincides with one of spikes from E , the
claim follows (observe that then by definition A = ℓ1 as spikes of sets of
L2 do not cross leaves of L2). Otherwise there exists a unique complemen-
tary component Y of E+ with ℓ1 ⊂ Y (except perhaps for the endpoints).
The fact that each leaf of L2 is unlinked with spikes from E implies that
AL2(ℓ1) ⊂ Y . This proves the main claim of the lemma.
(1) By Lemma 4.1, the collection E can be chosen so that x is not an
endpoint of a chord from E . The construction of Y then implies that σd is
monotone on ℓ1 ∪ ℓ2.
(2) We use induction. By Definition 2.26, if a critical leaf n1 ∈ L1 crosses
a leaf m2 ∈ L2 and comes from a special critical cluster, then both n1 and
m2 come from a special critical cluster and have the same image. Thus we
may assume that neither σid(ℓ1) nor σid(ℓ2) are from a special critical cluster.
We may also assume that σid(ℓ1) and σid(ℓ2) do not share an endpoint as
otherwise the claim is obvious. Hence it remains to consider the case when
σid(ℓ1) and σid(ℓ2) are linked and are not special critical leaves. Then by the
main claim either their images are linked or at least they share an endpoint.
(3) By Lemma 2.12, if an endpoint of a leaf of a geolamination is (pre)pe-
riodic, then so is the other endpoint of the leaf. Consider two cases. Suppose
first that an image of ℓ1 and an image of ℓ2 “collide” (i.e., have a common
endpoint z). By the above, if z is (pre)periodic, then all endpoints of our
leaves are, and if z is not (pre)periodic, then all endpoints of our leaves are
not (pre)periodic. Suppose now that no two images of ℓ1, ℓ2 collide. Then
it follows that ℓ1 and ℓ2 have mutually order preserving accordions, and the
claim follows from Theorem 3.12. 
Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 implement smart criticality. Indeed, given
a geolamination L, a gap or leaf G of it is such that the set G ∩ S (loosely)
consists of points whose orbits avoid critical sets of L. It follows that any
power of the map is order preserving on G∩S. It turns out that we can treat
sets X formed by linked leaves of two linked/essentially equal geolamina-
tions similarly by varying our choice of the full collection of spikes on each
step so that the orbit of X avoids that particular full collection of spikes on
that particular step (thus smart criticality). Therefore, similarly to the case
of one geolamination, any power of the map is order preserving on X . This
allows one to treat such sets X almost as sets of one geolamination.
Lemma 4.3 describes how σd can be non-strictly monotone onA∩S taken
from Corollary 4.2. A concatenationR of spikes of a geolaminationL such
that the endpoints of its chords are monotonically ordered on the circle will
be called a chain of spikes (of L).
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FIGURE 9. This figure illustrates Lemma 4.3. Here the
leaves ℓa, ℓx collapse around a chain of spikes shown as
dashed grey geodesics.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that ℓa = ab ∈ L1, ℓx = xy ∈ L2, a < x < b 6 y <
a (see Figure 9) and if b = y, then b is neither a vertex of a special critical
cluster nor a common vertex of associated critical quadrilaterals of our
geolaminations. Let σd(a) = σd(x). Then either both ℓa, ℓx are contained
inside the same special critical cluster, or there are chains of spikes R1 of
L1 and R2 of L2 connecting a with x. If one of leaves ℓa, ℓx is not critical,
we may assume that R+1 ∩ S ⊂ [a, x] and that R+2 ∩ S ⊂ [a, x].
Recall that, according to our terminology, a chord is contained inside a
special critical cluster S if it is a subset of S intersecting the interior of S.
Proof. First assume that one of the leaves ℓa, ℓx (say, ℓa) is a special critical
leaf. Then both a and b are vertices of a special critical cluster. By the
assumptions, this implies that b 6= y and hence ℓa and ℓx are linked and are
inside a special critical cluster. Assume from now on that neither ℓa nor ℓx
is a special critical leaf.
By Lemma 4.1, choose a full collection A2 of spikes of L2 unlinked
with ℓa and a full collection A1 of spikes of L1 unlinked with ℓx. By the
assumptions and Lemma 4.1, we may choose these collections so that if
b = y, then b = y /∈ A+1 ∪A+2 . Thus in any case the point ℓa ∩ ℓx = w ∈ D
does not belong to A+1 ∪A+2 .
It follows that there is a well-defined component Y of D \A+i containing
ℓa ∪ ℓx except perhaps for the endpoints. Since σd(a) = σd(x), there is
a chain of spikes R2 ⊂ A2 of L2 and a chain of spikes R1 ⊂ A1 of L1
connecting a and x. Suppose that, say,R+1 ∩S ⊂ [x, a]. Since all spikes are
critical chords which cross neither ℓa nor ℓx, this implies that both ℓa and ℓx
are critical. Therefore, if at least one of the leaves ℓa, ℓx is not critical, then
we may assume that R+1 ∩ S ⊂ [a, x] and that R+2 ∩ S ⊂ [a, x]. 
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The assumptions of Lemma 4.3 automatically hold if leaves ℓa, ℓx are
linked and one of them (say, ℓa) is critical; in this case, by Corollary 4.2,
the point σd(ℓa) is an endpoint of σd(ℓx), and, renaming the points, we may
assume that σd(a) = σd(x).
Definition 4.4. Non-disjoint leaves ℓ1 6= ℓ2 are said to collapse around
chains of spikes if there are two chains of spikes, one in each of the two ge-
olaminations, connecting two adjacent endpoints of ℓ1, ℓ2 as in Lemma 4.3.
Smart criticality allows one to treat accordions as gaps of one geolami-
nation provided images of leaves do not collapse around chains of spikes.
Lemma 4.5. Let ℓ1, ℓ2 be linked leaves from L1, L2 such that there is no
t with σtd(ℓ1), σtd(ℓ2) collapsing around chains of spikes. Then there exists
an N such that the σNd -images of ℓ1, ℓ2 are linked and have mutually order
preserving accordions. Conclusions of Theorem 3.12 hold for ℓ1, ℓ2, and
B = CH(ℓ1, ℓ2) is either wandering or (pre)periodic so that ℓ1, ℓ2 are
(pre)periodic of the same eventual period of endpoints.
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose that there exists the minimal t such
that σt+1d (ℓ1) is not linked with σt+1d (ℓ2). Then σtd(ℓ1) crosses σtd(ℓ2) while
their images have a common endpoint. Hence Lemma 4.3, applied to σtd(ℓ1)
and σtd(ℓ2), implies that σtd(ℓ1), σtd(ℓ2) collapse around a chain of spikes, a
contradiction. Thus, σtd(ℓ1) and σtd(ℓ2) cross for any t > 0. In particular, no
image of either ℓ1 or ℓ2 is ever critical.
By Lemma 2.12, choose N so that leaves σNd (ℓ1) = ab and σNd (ℓ2) = xy
are periodic or have no (pre)periodic endpoints. If ab and xy are periodic,
then no collapse around chains of critical leaves on any images of ab, xy is
possible (for set-theoretic reasons). Hence σNd (ℓ1), σNd (ℓ2) are linked and
have mutually order preserving accordions as desired.
Suppose now that our leaves have non-(pre)periodic endpoints. Evi-
dently, the set E of all endpoints of all possible chains of spikes is finite.
Thus, there exists an N such that if n > N , then σnd (a) is disjoint from
E. The same holds for b, x and y, so we may assume that, for n > N , no
endpoint of σnd (ℓ1) or σnd (ℓ2) is in E. Hence, the σNd -images of ℓ1, ℓ2 are
linked and have mutually order preserving accordions. 
4.2. Linked perfect laminations.
Lemma 4.6. The set T of all leaves of L2 non-disjoint from a leaf ℓ1 of L1
is at most countable. Thus, if ℓ1 is an accumulation point of uncountably
many leaves of L1 then ℓ is unlinked with any leaf of L2.
Proof. If ℓ1 has (pre)periodic endpoints, then, by Corollary 4.2, any leaf of
L2 non-disjoint from ℓ1 has (pre)periodic endpoints implying the first claim
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of the lemma in this case. Let ℓ1 have no (pre)periodic endpoints. Then,
by Corollary 4.2, leaves of L2 non-disjoint from ℓ1 have no (pre)periodic
endpoints. By Lemma 2.14, there are finitely many leaves with an endpoint
being a given eventual image of an endpoint of ℓ1. Hence the set of all leaves
of L2 with an endpoint whose orbit collides with the orbit of an endpoint of
ℓ1 is countable. If we remove them from T , we will get a new collection T ′
of leaves ℓ′2, which have mutually order preserving accordions with ℓ1. By
Corollary 3.13, the collection T ′ is finite. This completes the proof of the
first claim of the lemma. The second claim follows immediately. 
Let QCP be a qc-portrait of a geolamination L. Since, by Lemma 2.28,
distinct critical sets of the perfect sublaminationLc are disjoint, each critical
set of L is contained in a unique critical set of Lc. Hence QCP generates
the critical pattern Z(QCP) of QCP in Lc, and so each geolamination
with critical portrait (L,QCP) gives rise to the perfect geolamination with
critical pattern (Lc,Z(QCP)).
Theorem 4.7. If (L1,QCP1) and (L2,QCP2) are geolaminations with qc-
portraits that are linked or essentially equal, then we have the following
equality: (Lc1,Z(QCP1)) = (Lc2,Z(QCP2)).
Proof. By way of contradiction, assume that Lc1 6⊂ Lc2; then Lc1 6⊂ L2,
and there exists a leaf ℓc1 ∈ Lc1 \ L2. Then, by Lemma 4.6, the leaf ℓc1 is
inside a gap G of L2. Since Lc1 is perfect, from at least one side all one-
sided neighborhoods of ℓc1 contain uncountably many leaves of Lc1. Hence
G is uncountable (if G is finite or countable, then there must exist edges
of G which cross leaves of Lc1, a contradiction as above). Thus, there are
uncountably many leaves of Lc1 inside G; these leaves connect points of
G ∩ S. This contradicts Corollary 2.17. 
Jan Kiwi showed in [Kiw04] that if all critical sets of a geolamination L
are critical leaves with aperiodic kneading, then its perfect sublamination
Lc is completely determined by these critical leaves (he also showed that
this defines the corresponding lamination∼ such thatLc = L∼ and that∼ is
dendritic). Our results are related to Kiwi’s. Indeed, by Theorem 4.7, if L is
a geolamination with a qc-portrait QCP, then Lc ⊂ L is completely defined
by QCP; in other words, if there is another geolamination L̂ with the same
qc-portrait QCP, then still L̂c = Lc. However, Theorem 4.7 takes the issue
of how critical data impacts the perfect sublamination of a geolamination
further as it considers the dependence of the perfect sublaminations upon
critical data while relaxing the conditions on critical sets and allowing for
“linked perturbation” of the critical data. Therefore, Theorem 4.7 could be
viewed as a rigidity result: “linked perturbation” of critical data does not
change the perfect geolamination.
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Definition 4.8. Let L1 and L2 be geolaminations. Suppose that there are
geolaminations with qc-portraits (Lm1 ,QCP1), (Lm2 ,QCP2) such that L1 ⊂
Lm1 , L2 ⊂ L
m
2 and (Lm1 ,QCP1) and (Lm2 ,QCP2) are linked (essentially
equal). Then we say that L1 and L2 are linked (essentially equal, respec-
tively).
Theorem 4.7 immediately implies Lemma 4.9.
Lemma 4.9. Let L1 and L2 be geolaminations that are linked or essentially
equal and such that the geolaminations Lm1 and Lm2 from Definition 4.8
have perfect sublaminations equal to perfect sublaminations Lc1 ⊂ L1 and
Lc2 ⊂ L2. Then Lc1 = Lc2 = Lc, and critical patterns of QCP1 in Lc and of
QCP2 in Lc coincide.
The second condition above means that by inserting (if necessary) critical
quadrilaterals into critical sets of L1 and L2 we do not change the perfect
sublamination of either geolamination.
Corollary 4.10. Let L1 and L2 be geolaminations that are linked or essen-
tially equal. Suppose that all critical sets in both L1 and L2 are finite. Then
Lc1 = L
c
2 = L
c
, and critical patterns of QCP1 in Lc and of QCP2 in Lc
coincide.
Proof. Choose geolaminations Lm1 and Lm2 from Definition 4.8. These are
constructed by inserting (if necessary) quadrilaterals into critical sets of L1
and L2 and then mapping them forward and pulling them back. Since the
critical sets ofL1,L2 are finite, this creates no new non-isolated leaves (such
leaves can only be created if the grand orbits of inserted quadrilaterals accu-
mulate inside infinite critical gaps). Hence the perfect sublamination of Lm1
equals Lc1 and the perfect sublamination of Lm2 equals Lc2. By Lemma 4.9
this implies the desired. 
5. APPLICATIONS
A polynomial is dendritic if its Julia set is connected, and all its periodic
points are repelling. The main theorem of this section gives a combinatorial
model for the space MD3 of all cubic critically marked dendritic polyno-
mials P . Recall that, by Kiwi [Kiw04], if P is a dendritic polynomial,
then P |J(P ) is monotonically semiconjugate by a map ΨP to its topological
polynomial f∼P on its topological Julia set J∼P , where J∼P is a dendrite
all of whose points have finite order. The lamination ∼P and the associated
geolamination L∼P are then called dendritic (see Definition 2.29).
5.1. Cubic dendritic geolaminations. Observe that all gaps of ∼P are fi-
nite. Recall that the degree of a gap G of ∼P was defined right above
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Definition 2.3. By a critical set we mean either a gap of degree greater than
one or a critical leaf.
We consider the family LD3 of all cubic dendritic geolaminations L with
an ordered pair of critical sets and parameterize it with an ordered pair of
sets specifically related to those critical sets. This gives a geometric inter-
pretation of this family analogous to Thurston’s description of the geolam-
ination QML. For a cubic geolamination L with critical sets C1 6= C2 of
degree two, we consider the co-critical set of C1 (i.e., the set with the same
image as C1 but disjoint from C1) and the minor set σ3(C2). If L has a
unique critical set C of degree three, we associate L with the pair of sets
(C, σ3(C)).
In Definition 5.1, we mimic Milnor’s terminology for polynomials.
Definition 5.1 (Unicritical and bicritical geolaminations). A geolamination
that has a critical set of degree three is called unicritical. Otherwise L is
said to be bicritical.
Full portraits extend the notion of a critical pattern in the cubic case.
Observe that, in the definition below, we allow for the possibility that two
critical sets are non-disjoint (one could even be an edge of the other one).
Definition 5.2 (Full portraits). Consider a cubic geolamination L. An or-
dered pair (C1, C2) of critical sets of L is called a full portrait of L if either
(1) C = C1 = C2 is a unique critical set of a unicritical geolaminationL, or
(2) C1 6= C2 and L could be either bicritical or unicritical. Then the triple
(L, C1, C2) is called a cubic geolamination with full portrait.
By Definition 5.2, ifL has two disjoint critical setsK1, K2, then (K1, K1)
is not a full portrait of L. Thus, if L is dendritic and bicritical, then a full
portrait of L is just an ordering (G,H) of the two critical sets G and H of
L. In fact, all critical patterns of dendritic geolaminations are full portraits.
However, if L has an all-critical triangle T , then a pair (T , an edge of T )
or a pair formed by two distinct edges of T are full portraits but are not
critical patterns of L. In general (not assuming that L is dendritic), here are
possible cases for full portraits of L.
(1) The geolamination L has a unique critical set C which is not an
all-critical triangle. Then the only full portrait of L is (C,C).
(2) The geolaminationL has a unique critical set, which is an all-critical
triangle T . Then full portraits of L are (T, T ), an ordered pair of
edges of T , and T with one of its edges.
(3) The geolamination L has two disjoint critical sets. Then the two
orderings of these sets are the only two full portraits of L.
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(4) The geolamination L has two non-disjoint critical sets of degree
two. Some cases of this type were considered in (2) above. Oth-
erwise L can have two critical sets sharing a vertex/a non-critical
edge. The critical sets of L share a critical leaf c only if one critical
set is a critical leaf c and the other critical set is a gap G which has
c as its edge and is otherwise mapped two-to-one to its image.
In most cases, if we choose two critical chords in two different critical
sets of a full portrait P , one in each critical set, then these two critical
chords are distinct and form a qc-portrait, whose elements are contained in
elements of P . However, there are exceptions. Indeed, if T is an all-critical
triangle, then there may exist full portraits, whose two sets share a critical
chord. Otherwise, in case (4), we may have two critical sets, one of which
is a critical gap G with a critical edge c, while the other one is c itself.
In Definition 5.3, we introduce the co-critical set co(C) of a set C. Note
that co-critical sets are only defined for some gaps or leaves C of a geolam-
ination and are in general not gaps or leaves of the same geolamination. If
a cubic geolamination L has a unique critical set C of degree three then no
hole of C is greater than 1
3
while any other set has a unique hole of length
greater than 1
3
. Suppose that L has two critical sets C1, C2. Then either set
is of degree two and has a unique hole of length greater than 1
3
. It is easy
to see that if a leaf or gap D separates C1 and C2 then it has two holes of
length greater than 1
3
, otherwise D has a unique such hole.
Definition 5.3 (co-critical set). Let C be a (possibly degenerate) leaf or a
gap of a cubic geolamination L. Moreover, assume that either C is critical
of degree three, or there is exactly one hole of C of length at least 1
3
. If C
is of degree three, we set co(C) = C. Otherwise let H be a unique hole of
C of length > 1
3
. Let A denote the set of all points in H with the images in
σ3(C). Set co(C) = CH(A). The set co(C) is called the co-critical set of
C.
Definition 5.4 mimics Thurston [Thu85].
Definition 5.4 (minor set). Let (L, C,D) be a geolamination with full por-
trait. Then σ3(D) is called the minor set of (L, C,D).
We are ready to define tags of cubic geolaminations with full portraits.
Definition 5.5 (mixed tag). Suppose that (L,P) is a cubic geolamination
with full portraitP = (C1, C2). Then we call the setTag(L,P) = Tag(P) =
co(C1)× σ3(C2) ⊂ D× D the mixed tag of (L,P).
It is easy to see that sets co(C1) (and hence mixed tags) are well-defined.
Note also that the mixed tag T of a cubic geolamination is the product of two
sets, each of which is a point, a leaf, or a gap. We can think of T ⊂ D× D
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as a higher dimensional analog of a gap or a leaf of a geolamination in D.
We show that the union of tags of all dendritic cubic geolaminations with
full portraits is a (non-closed) “geolamination” in D× D.
Recall that a critical quadrilateral is called collapsing if its image is a
non-degenerate leaf. The proof of Lemma 5.6 is left to the reader.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that C is a collapsing quadrilateral or a critical leaf.
Then C is the convex hull of the set of points [co(C) + 1
3
] ∪ [co(C) + 2
3
] in
S. Moreover, if Ci (i = 1, 2) are collapsing strongly linked quadrilaterals
then co(C1) and co(C2) are linked leaves.
Proposition 5.7 helps dealing with co-critical sets.
Proposition 5.7. Suppose that (L,P) is a cubic geolamination with a full
portrait,C ∈ P , and ℓ = ab is an edge of co(C) with (a, b)∩C = ∅. Then:
(1) σ3|(a,b) is one-to-one, and
(2) if D is the other element of P , then σ3(D) ⊂ [σ3(b), σ3(a)].
Proof. If (a, b) is of length 1
3
then there is nothing to prove. If (a, b) had
length greater than 1
3
, then there would be a sibling of ℓ disjoint from ℓ
with endpoints in (a, b). Evidently, such a leaf would be an edge of C,
contradicting the choice of (a, b). Thus we may assume that the length of
(a, b) is less than 1
3
. This implies (1).
If C = D is of degree three, then ℓ is an edge of C and (2) follows
immediately. Otherwise, let a′ = a+ 1
3
and b′ = b+ 2
3
. Then a′b′ ⊂ C and,
for geometric reasons, D must have endpoints in [b′, a] ∪ [b, a′]. Since each
of these intervals maps onto [σ3(b), σ3(a)] one-to-one, (2) follows. 
Recall that strongly linked quadrilaterals are defined in Definition 2.20.
In particular, two strongly linked quadrilaterals may have common vertices.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose that ℓ1, ℓ2 are linked chords of S, whose end-
points are contained in an interval of length at most 1
3
. Then co(ℓ1) and
co(ℓ2) are strongly linked collapsing quadrilaterals.
Proof. As neither leaf is critical, we may assume ℓ1 = ab, ℓ2 = xy and a <
x < b < y 6 a + 1
3
. Proposition 5.7 implies that vertices of quadrilaterals
co(ℓ1) and co(ℓ2) satisfy the following inequalities: a+ 13 < x+
1
3
< b+ 1
3
<
y + 1
3
6 a+ 2
3
< x+ 2
3
< b+ 2
3
< y + 2
3
6 a, see Figure 10. 
Recall that, by Definition 4.8, two geolaminations are said to be linked
(essentially equal) if they can be “tuned” to geolaminations with qc-portraits
which indeed are linked (essentially equal).
Definition 5.9. Suppose that (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are geolaminations with
full portraits. They are said to be linked (essentially equal) if there are
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FIGURE 10. This figure illustrates Proposition 5.8. The
linked chords ab, xy lying in an interval of length less than
1
3
have co(ab), co(xy) as strongly linked quadrilaterals.
geolaminations (Lm1 ,QCP1) and (Lm2 ,QCP2) with qc-portraits QCP1 ≺
P1, QCP2 ≺ P2 such that Lm1 ⊃ L1, Lm2 ⊃ L2, where (Lm1 ,QCP1) and
(Lm2 ,QCP2) are linked (essentially equal).
Let us prove a simple but useful lemma.
Lemma 5.10. If L is a geolamination with an all-critical triangle T then,
for any two full portraitsP1,P2 of L, the geolaminations with full portraits
(L,P1) and (L,P2) are essentially equal.
Proof. It suffices to declare T a special critical cluster. 
In Definition 5.9 (which is rather general), we require the existence of
geolaminations Lm1 , Lm2 with qc-portraits QCP1, QCP2 satisfying specific
properties. It turns out that there are convenient (though not as general)
ways to comply with this definition.
Lemma 5.11. Suppose that (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are geolaminations with
full portraits. Suppose that QCP1 ≺ P1 and QCP2 ≺ P2 are linked
(essentially equal) qc-portraits such that every collapsing quadrilateral of
QCPi, where i = 1, 2, shares a pair of opposite edges with the corre-
sponding set of Pi, in which it lies. Then (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are linked
(essentially equal).
Proof. Let Q be a set of one of our qc-portraits, Y be the corresponding
set of the corresponding full portrait, and Q ⊂ Y . Then the image of Q is
an edge of σ3(Y ) and, therefore, a leaf of the corresponding geolamination.
Hence forward images of sets of inserted qc-portraits QCP1, QCP2 will not
generate linked leaves. Standard arguments show that we can then pull back
sets of QCP1,QCP2 and thus construct the geolaminations Lm1 and Lm2 as
required in Definition 5.9. 
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The following lemma is a key combinatorial fact about the tags.
Lemma 5.12. Suppose that (La,Pa) and (Lx,Px) are geolaminations with
full portraits, and La is dendritic. If their mixed tags are non-disjoint, then
these geolaminations are linked or essentially equal.
The proof of Lemma 5.12 is mostly non-dynamical and involves check-
ing a variety of cases. We split the proof into several propositions. While a
general argument exists when both geolaminations are bicritical, arguments
for one or two unicritical geolaminations are more complicated due to the
number of different full portraits that can be associated with them.
Proposition 5.13. Suppose that (Li,Pi) and (Lj,Pj) are geolaminations
with full portraits and non-disjoint mixed tags. If Li contains an all-critical
triangle T , then either Li and Lj are linked (essentially equal), or Lj con-
tains no critical sets of degree three, and two edges of T are contained in
the distinct sets of Pj .
Proof. Let T have vertices a, b and c, set Pi = (D1, D2) and Pj = (E1, E2).
Then D2 is either T or an edge of T ; so, σ3(D2) = σ3(T ) = x ∈ σ3(E2).
If Lj has T as a gap, then, by Lemma 5.10, the geolaminations with full
portraits (Li,Pi) and (Lj,Pj) are essentially equal. If Lj has a critical gap
G of degree three that is not a critical triangle, then, by Definition 5.3, we
have E1 = E2 = G, and x ∈ σ3(G) implies that T ⊂ G. Clearly, in this
case, we can choose equal qc-portraits in Pi, Pj , which again shows that
(Li,Pi) and (Lj,Pj) are essentially equal.
Assume now that Lj has no critical set of degree three, so that E1 6= E2
are of degree two. Since x ∈ σ3(E2), the set E2 contains, say, ab denoted
so that (a, b) is a hole of T . Then it is easy to see that the vertices of E1
belong to [b, a], while the vertices of co(E1) belong to [a, b]. Since co(E1)
is non-disjoint from co(D1) ⊂ T then co(E1) must contain either a or b; let
a ∈ co(E1). This implies that bc ⊂ E1. 
It is easy to give examples, when the second case from Proposition 5.13
is realized. Indeed, let L1 be a geolamination with an all-critical triangle T
with vertices 0, 1
3
, 2
3
such that P1 = (013 ,
1
3
2
3
). Let L2 be a geolamination
with a leaf 01
2
and critical leaves 01
3
, 02
3
so that P2 = (013 , 0
2
3
). Either
geolamination can be constructed by means of iterative pull backs of the
already given sets (observe that T maps to 0 and σ3(012) = 012). However,
(L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are neither linked nor essentially equal, because the
only qc-portrait QCP2 ≺ P2 is QCP2 = P2 = (013 , 0
2
3
), any qc-portrait
QCP1 ≺ P1 must contain 13
2
3
as its second set, and then QCP1 and QCP2
cannot be linked or essentially equal.
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However if we make an extra assumption on one of the geolaminations
being dendritic, the second case of Proposition 5.13 does not realize.
Lemma 5.14. Suppose that (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are geolaminations with
full portraits and non-disjoint mixed tags. If L1 is dendritic, and one of the
geolaminations L1, L2 contains an all-critical triangle, then (L1,P1) and
(L2,P2) are linked or essentially equal.
Proof. We may assume that the second case of Proposition 5.13 holds, and
one of geolaminations L1, L2 (say, Li) has an all-critical triangle T , and
the other one (say, Lj) is such that the full portrait Pj has distinct critical
sets containing two distinct edges of T . Then the two critical sets of Pj are
distinct and non-disjoint. Hence, by Lemmas 2.30 and 2.28, the geolami-
nation Lj = L2 is not dendritic while Li = L1 is dendritic. Replace P1 by
a full portrait P ′1 consisting of the two critical edges of T contained in the
distinct critical sets of P2. Then by definition (L1,P ′1) is essentially equal
to (L2,P2). Since L1 is perfect, this implies that L1 ⊂ L2, and hence T is
a gap of L2. By Lemma 5.10, we obtain the desired. 
A nice paper by Dierk Schleicher [Sch04] contains a full treatment of the
case, when both geolaminations are unicritical and of degree d. We, how-
ever, only need a simple fact concerning unicritical cubic geolaminations.
Lemma 5.15. Suppose that (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are unicritical geolami-
nations with full portraits. Assume that mixed tags of these geolaminations
are non-disjoint. Then (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are linked or essentially equal.
Proof. If both geolaminations have all-critical triangles, then the claim fol-
lows from Lemma 5.10. If exactly one of the two geolaminations has an
all-critical triangle, then the claim follows from Proposition 5.13. Suppose
that neither geolamination has an all-critical triangle, and let their critical
sets be C (for L1) and K (for L2). If σ3(C) ∩ σ3(K) contains a point
x ∈ S then the entire all-critical triangle σ−13 (x) is contained in C ∩ K,
which by definition implies the claim. Otherwise, we may assume that an
edge c of σ3(C) crosses an edge k of σ3(K). This implies that the hexagon
σ−13 (k) = K˜ ⊂ K and the hexagon σ−13 (c) = C˜ ⊂ C have alternating
vertices. This immediately implies the claim of the lemma too. Thus, in all
possible cases, (L1,P1) and (L2,P2) are linked or essentially equal. 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 5.12.
Proof of Lemma 5.12. By the preceding results, we may assume that neither
geolamination has a critical triangle and that at least one geolamination is
bicritical. Set Pa = (C1, C2) and Px = (K1, K2). Since co(C1)∩co(K1) 6=
∅, we may suppose that either there is a point z ∈ co(C1) ∩ co(K1) ∩ S, or
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there are leaves c = ab, k = xy of co(C1), co(K1) that cross, in which case
we assume that (a, b), (x, y) are holes of co(C1), co(K1) and a 6 x 6 b 6 y
(the argument in the case when x 6 a 6 y 6 b is similar).
Consider first the case, when there is a point z ∈ co(C1) ∩ co(K1) ∩ S.
Then (z + 1
3
)(z + 2
3
) = n is a critical chord shared by C1 and K1. Now, if
La is bicritical, thenC2∩S ⊂ (z+ 23 , z+
1
3
)whereas, ifLa is unicritical, then
the appropriate part of C2 = C1, on which σ3 is two-to-one, has vertices
belonging to [z + 2
3
, z + 1
3
]. Similarly, K2 (or the appropriate two-to-one
part of K2 if Lx is unicritical) is contained in [z + 23 , z + 13 ].
Consider now the sets σ3(C2) and σ3(K2). If σ3(z) ∈ σ3(C2) ∩ σ3(K2),
then at least one of the points z+ 1
3
, z+ 2
3
belongs to C2∩C1. This implies,
by Lemmas 2.30 and 2.28, that C1 = C2 = C, and La is unicritical. Hence,
by the assumptions from the beginning of the proof, Lx is bicritical. We
claim that there exists a critical chord with the image σ3(z), contained in
K2 and not equal to n. Suppose otherwise. Then n is shared by K1 and K2,
which implies that one of these sets equals n while the other one is a gap
G of degree two with more than three vertices located between z and n and
such that the map σ3 is exactly two-to-one on it except for the points z, z+ 13
and z + 2
3
. It follows from the definition that the co-critical set of this gap
cannot contain co(K1), which implies that in fact K2 = G, and the desired
chord exists. Clearly, this chord is shared by C and K2 which implies that
La and Lx are essentially equal.
If now σ3(C2)∩ σ3(K2)∩ S contains a point distinct from σ3(z), then its
pullback to (z + 2
3
, z + 1
3
) is a critical chord shared by C2 and K2, again
showing that La and Lx are linked or essentially equal. Finally, if σ3(C2)
and σ3(K2) have linked edges then their pullbacks to [z + 23 , z +
1
3
] are
strongly linked collapsing quadrilaterals sharing edges with C2 and K2, re-
spectively. As above, this implies that La and Lx are linked.
Assume now that there are crossing leaves c = ab, k = xy of co(C1),
co(K1); let (a, b), (x, y) be the holes of co(C1), co(K1), and a < x < b < y.
We claim that y 6 a + 1
3
. Indeed, otherwise [b, a + 1
3
] ⊂ [x, y) which
implies that [σ3(b), σ3(a)] ⊂ [σ3(x), σ3(y)). On the other hand, by Propo-
sition 5.7, we have σ3(C2) ⊂ [σ3(b), σ3(a)] and σ3(K2) ⊂ [σ3(y), σ3(x)].
Since σ3(C2) ∩ σ3(K2) 6= ∅, then in fact b = x, a contradiction. Thus,
the endpoints of c and k belong to an interval of length at most 1
3
. By
Proposition 5.8, the gaps C1 and K1 contain strongly linked quadrilaterals
co(c) = Qc1 and co(k) = Qk1 .
Consider the closure Rc of the component of C2 \ Qc1 that does not map
one-to-one onto its image. Considering unicritical and bicritical cases sep-
arately, we see that σ3 maps Rc onto its image two-to-one. Similarly, we
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can define the set Rk. It follows that the arc [x + 2
3
, x + 1
3
] contains ver-
tices of both Rc and Rk and that σ3(C2) = σ3(Rc) and σ3(K2) = σ3(Rk).
As above, it follows that Rc and Rk contain strongly linked critical general-
ized quadrilaterals or critical generalized quadrilaterals which share a spike;
these quadrilaterals share two opposite sides with C2 and K2, respectively.
Hence in this case La and Lx are linked or essentially equal as well. 
We are ready to prove Theorem 5.16.
Theorem 5.16. If (La,Pa) and (Lx,Px) are cubic geolaminations with full
portraits Pa = (C1, C2), Pb = (K1, K2), and La is dendritic, then they
have non-disjoint mixed tags if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) La has an all-critical triangle T as a gap, La = Lx, and it is not
true that C1 and K1 are distinct edges of T ;
(2) La does not have an all-critical triangle as a gap, La ⊂ Lx, and
Pa ≻ Px.
Proof. Suppose that mixed tags of (La,Pa) and (Lx,Px) are non-disjoint.
Then, by Lemma 5.12, the geolaminations with full portraits (La,Pa) and
(Lx,Px) are linked or essentially equal. Since La is perfect, by Theo-
rem 4.7, this implies that always Lx ⊃ Lcx = La (recall that Lcx is the
maximal perfect sublamination of Lx).
Assume that La has an all-critical triangle T as a gap. Then, by [BL02,
Kiw02], the geolamination La does not have wandering polygons and, by
[Kiw02], if G is a periodic gap of La with more than three vertices, then all
its vertices belong to the same periodic orbit. Hence in this case Lx ⊃ La
implies that Lx = La. Moreover, since mixed tags of our geolaminations
are non-disjoint, co(C1) ∩ co(K1) 6= ∅. Clearly, of C1 and K1 are distinct
edges of T then co(C1)∩co(K1) = ∅. On the other hand, it is easy to verify
(considering a few cases) that otherwise the mixed tags are non-disjoint as
desired. This completes the proof of (1).
On the other hand, assume that La does not have an all-critical triangle
as a gap. Then since the mixed tags of La and Lx are non-disjoint and
La ⊃ Lx, then Pa ≻ Px as desired.
The opposite direction of the theorem follows from definitions. 
Observe that the condition from Theorem 5.16(1) that it is not true that
C1 and K1 are distinct edges of T is equivalent to the condition that either
C1 ⊃ K1, or K1 ⊃ C1.
5.2. Upper semi-continuous tags. We will now introduce a topology in
the space of tags.
Definition 5.17. A collection D = {Dα} of compact and disjoint subsets
of a metric space X is upper semicontinuous (USC) if, for every Dα and
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every open set U ⊃ Dα, there exists an open set V containing Dα so that
for each Dβ ∈ D, if Dβ ∩ V 6= ∅, then Dβ ⊂ U .
Theorem 5.18 ([Dav86]). If D is an upper semicontinuous decomposition
of a separable metric space X , then the quotient space X/D is also a sep-
arable metric space.
To apply Theorem 5.18, we need Theorem 5.21. However, first we study
limits of finite critical sets of geolaminations.
Lemma 5.19. Let C1, C2, . . . be a sequence of finite critical sets of geolam-
inations Li converging to a set C. Then C is a critical set (in particular, C
is not a gap of degree one), and C is not periodic.
Proof. We may assume that all sets Ci have degree k. Then the degree of
C is at least k, and hence C is critical. If C is periodic of period, say, n,
then, since it is critical, it is an infinite gap. Then the fact that σnd (C) = C
implies that any gap Ci sufficiently close to C will have its σnd -image also
close to C, and therefore coinciding with Ci. Thus, Ci is σd-periodic, which
is impossible because Ci is finite and critical. 
We will also need the following elementary observation.
Lemma 5.20. Suppose that C1, C2 are distinct critical sets of a cubic geo-
lamination. Then there exists a point in one of them, whose distance to the
other critical set (measured along the circle) is at least 1
12
.
Proof. Choose a chord ℓ separating C1 \ C2 from C2 \ C1. Clearly, there
exist two semi-open stripsL andR located on either side of ℓ, each of which
is a convex hull of two circular arcs of length 1
12
sharing endpoints of ℓ with
one circular chord-edge (not equal to ℓ) removed. If one of the critical sets
is not contained in L ∪ R the claim follows. Hence we may assume that
C1 ⊂ L,C2 ⊂ R which implies that both L and R contain a critical chord,
a contradiction. 
We are now ready to show that Theorem 5.18 applies to our tags.
Theorem 5.21. The family {Tag(Z)} of tags of critical patterns of dendritic
geolaminations forms an upper semicontinuous decomposition of {Tag(Z)}+.
Proof. If (L1,Z1) and (L2,Z2) are two dendritic geolaminations with criti-
cal patterns, andTag(Z1) andTag(Z2) are non-disjoint, then, by Lemma 5.12,
we have (L1,Z1) = (L2,Z2). Hence the family {Tag(Z)} forms a decom-
position of the union of tags of all dendritic geolaminations {Tag(Z)}+.
Suppose next that (Li,Zi) is a sequence of dendritic geolaminations with
critical patterns Zi = (C1i , C2i ) and tags co(C1i ) × σ3(C2i ). Suppose that
there is a limit point of the sequence co(C1i ) × σ3(C2i ) that belongs to the
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tag of a dendritic geolamination LD with a critical pattern ZD = (C1D, C2D).
By [BMOV13], we may assume that the sequence Li converges to an in-
variant geolamination L∞. Then, by Lemma 5.19, the critical sets C1i , C2i
converge to critical setsC1∞, C2∞ of L∞. By Lemma 5.20, ifC1i 6= C2i for all
sufficiently large i, then C1∞ 6= C2∞, and P∞ = (C1∞, C2∞) is a full portrait
of L∞. By the assumption, Tag(ZD) ∩ Tag(P∞) 6= ∅. By Theorem 5.16,
LD ⊂ L∞ and P∞ ≺ ZD. Hence Tag(L∞,P∞) ⊂ Tag(LD,ZD). 
Denote the quotient space {Tag(Z)}+/{Tag(Z)} by CML. We show
that CML can be viewed as a combinatorial model for CMD3. By Theo-
rem 5.18, the topological space CML is separable and metric. We denote
the quotient map from {Tag(Z)}+ to CML by πTag. By Corollary 2.35,
the map Ψ3 maps a critically marked dendritic polynomial (P,CM) to a
dendritic geolamination with a critical pattern (LP ,Z). Together with our
definitions, this implies the following theorem.
Theorem 5.22. The composition
ΦTag(P,CM) = πTag ◦ Tag ◦Ψ3(P,CM)
is a continuous surjective map ΦTag : CMD3 → CML.
Proof. Let (Pi,CMi) → (P,CM) with (Pi,CMi) ∈ CMD3, (P,CM) ∈
CMD3 and Ψ3(P,CMi) = (LPi,Zi), Ψ3(P,CM) = (LP ,Z) with critical
sets C1, C2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that (LPi,Zi) con-
verge in the Hausdorff sense to (L∞, (C∞1 , C∞2 )). Then, by Corollary 2.35,
we have L∞ ⊃ LP and C∞i ⊂ Ci for i = 1, 2. By definition, this implies
the desired. 
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